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Former Secretary of State
stresses presidential power

Clarence
Thomas
revisits JMU

Keynote speaker reaffirms role of president after Sept. 11
B\

JULIE SPROI SSI H

senior writer
A president possessing the
power lo make decisions and a
strong personality are what mav
secure the country's commitment to destroying terrorism.
According to 62nd Secretary or
State Lawrence Eaglehurger, the
objectives of demanding crises
wen' OVtKUUM by such means
in the past and can be accomplished now.
Reflecting on the role of US.
presidents in times of crisis, now
and in the past, Eagleburger,
who Htved under George H.W.
Hush tmm 1989 to 12. rmniiMtl
the role of president-, m the
scheme ot constitutional checks

and balances and L'.S. actioas
since Sept. II in his keynote
speech honoring James Madison
Day Friday.
In his second appearance
speaking at |MU, Eagleburger
tt * used on the actions of current
president George W. Bush in
comparison to some of the most
prominent presidents in history
in a presentation to mostly faculty, parents and alumni in
Wilson Hall. Eagleburger gave
the
May
commencement
address in 1995.
In an animated speech,
Eagleburger stressed that in the
records of American history it
ahvayi has bam the uiaakJent
in accordance with his advilOfl

who was the one to steer the
country out of crisis. Citing
examples of Abraham Lincoln's
efforts in the Civil War and
Franklin Roosc\citscltorlsduring the Cireat IX-prcssion among
many examples, Eagleburger
said presidential leadership
from Bush similarly can be the
turning point in the country's
war against terrorism
"We'd better understand
that we only have one president
and he's in (forge, ana W* cm
onlv hope and prav that he will
make the
right
choiOM
Baalebunjcf said.
Making those right choices

ve SPEAKER, page 5

BHLIvl (WmtWUmitlrlflnrniphr
Lawrence Eagleburger, 62nd Secretary of State, reflect*
on presidents' power to destroy terrorism.

"What do we risk neglecting the true meaning of the Second Amendment?'
- Katie Leeson, MWC sophomore

United States Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Tnomas
visited JMU Friday
He toured the newly completed Madison Center in
Wilson Hall and spent his visit
talking with students, family
and staff.
Justice Thomas was the
keynote speaker of Madison
Week 2001. According to director
of
JMU's
Identitv
leadership
Team
Andy
Perrine, Thomas enjoyed his
visit so much in 2001, he called
requesting to return.
Perrine laid Thomas wanted to focus on talking with students during his visit.
Selected members of the
staff and students from the
Honors
Program
joined
Thomas for lunch.
According
to
Joanne
Gabbin, director ot the I (onors
Program, student participants
wan elected based on their
involvement in the Honors
Program learning community.
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Triggering Debate
Debaters interpret Second Amendment rights
BY JAMI.S DAVID

Ascending the Grafton-Stovall
stage, debate teams from Mary
Washington College and JMU celebrated Madison Week by arguing the
Second Amendment, the right to bear
.inns. Wodnesd.iv afternoon
During the event, MWC sophomore Katie Leeson and junior Jennifer
Rainev and JMU juniors Cate Mornson
and Michelle Lam aster debated the

following statement: Resolved: that
restrictions on the sale and ownership
of firearms arv an unwelcome infringement
of
Americans'
Second
Amendment liberties.
MWC argued the affirmative and
JMU argued the negative. The debate
was formatted with four alternating
affirmative and negative speeches with
each speech being followed by QUNr
tions from the opposing team. The
audience asked questions before each

BY BRANDON HDGHARI

contributing writer
Any students who are in
th. habH of taking a moonlit
stn>!!, ur perhapa a drunken
stumble,
.1 round
JMU's
New man I .ike .it night might
want to conaider an alhunaflva
route in the future — if they
are ,itr.iid of rodents, that is.
Some quite riiafafe specimens
have been turning up almost
every night between tne banks
of tlie lake and Greek Row.
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inscki Mam#a*ifante

assistant news editor

Oh rats:
rodents
spotted
near lake

team nude its doting remarks.

Safeguarding rights
"The Second Amendment, the right
to bear .inns vvaa designed to safeguard tun right tO Ix1 able to pfOfcBI | us
as individuals Leeson said
"According to t harbor) I lesion, oi
Ihe National RiBe AaaodaUon, we are
onoeamin engaged m a dvil i
I
Mid "lln> time a Cllltunl war that is
about to hijack you your right out of

your own birth right."
I>uring Ixvson's presentation, she
continued to make tlte point that limiting the Second Amendment would create a wateita II .tt.it. opening the floodgales to infringe on other civil liberties
"What do we risk neglecting the
true
meaning
of
the
Second
Amendment? We risk a lot," she said.
I list v\hat is to stop more free9teJUV, pan 6

77i£y look like
regular, large, brown
sewer rats.
—Jennifer Kies
junior

99
"They look like regular,
large, brown aawat raai aakl
juran lennifer Kies, who lives
in the [Vita IVlta Delta sororitv house adjacent to Newman
lake. The small hill behind
her house has become .i nocturnal playground for the animals, which SIH- said wen* "the
M/e ol small dogs."
Sophomore Gina Santucd,
who lives with Kies, described
the animals a- huge and
hairy/ with long, hard tails.
"They're not scared of people
at all," she said. "You could
walk right by mem and thev
wouldn't even mm e

Experts take opposing views on gun control
Lawyer advocates individual rights, Brady Center attorney opposes
argues against gun restrictions
popular interpretation, gun violence
BY LISA NATALICCIIIO

<taff writer
A Northern Virginia lawyer who
li.is segued against gun raatrfcUona
discussed his understanding o( the

Sacond Amendment lama me wordi
and thoughts of James Madison in
honor of Jan*". Madison Week.
I ,i-t veai during lames MacHaon
Week, tne First Amendment was
explored, and urgantoen dadded
each year the sin,ceding amendmenl
would be discussed. Wilson Hall
auditorium
was
opened
last
Thursda\ 10 examine the correct interpretation ol Ihe Second Amendment,
tin' amendment that assures the nght
to ban arms.

TheSecond Amendment st,ii. s \
well-rt'gulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state the
right of tlie people to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed."
AttOnMf) Stephen Malhrook said lie
believes that it was the intention ot
this a mend mi -nt to all. .w the people to
own and cany firearms with littk', if
any, government regulation.
Halbrook
said
the
Second
Amendment was included in the ..institutional amendments |,. lifeguard
America .trains! Ivrannv "The less
win trust the people with arms the
more you move towards totalitanan-

see ATTORNEY, page 5

BY KAMI LEWIS
Klllit Hilt, I

Hi. directoi ot the legal Action
Project ot the llr.uh tenter to I'l.venl
i .mi Violence ngued that the Second
Amendment is outdated and no
longer applies to its original intentions Thursday in the annual
Madison Week debate
Dennis Mniigan. an advocate »>l
handgun controlaj said "individual
rights" activists have .oinpI.-i.K dia
tolled the intended meaning ol the
Second Amendment.
" the nght to bear arms w.is luiidanii'ilt.lIK dilten'lit in lames M.idison's
time." Henigansaul "I lie amendment
wasn't mad.' lo KTVe vourselt, but lor

the accurity oi ■ Free Mate Arms beat
mg in the Second Amendment was for
thi' sake of the government in an
organized militia "
Henigan
said
that
during
Madison's tune, the United Stales was
a new country with a new government Ihe Articles ol I onfederalion,
which had not given the government
enough power to rule effectively, had
bean abonehed and replaced with a
stnmg federalist government.
During the completion of new laws
and amendments, many Anti-federalists like Patrick llenrv and Ceorgc
Mas..ii wen1 concerned that tlie fedcr-

s.r SPEAKER, page 6

DAVI 1UMlxt*>rplnt*mpht.
Newman Lake muskrat
Kies s,iid three or four of
tram stroll anuind h-i btd
yard on a t\ pual night. Tlwre
wen- as many as nine of the
animals |f| the vard at one
time, she said, wlwn a friend
ot hers saw a mother and
eight babies
Kies ,u\ii her housemates
said thev are upset because
they feel like they can't
enjov
their
backyard
because ot the animals. They

see MLSKRATS
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• College Republicans meeting, 8 pm. T.iylor 402

• )oin the ski club at JMU. Meetings are the first and third
Wednesdays of the month, 7p.m. in the Airport Lounge of
Warren Hall. For more infmormation. e-mail jmuskiclub&iolmail.com

TUESDAY, MAR. 19
• Come join Circle K! I lave tun and help your community. Circle K meet* every Tuesday at 6 p.m., Taylor 305.
Kor more information, contact Amy at aklrams@aol.com
• Madison Society's general meetings 8 p.m.,
Taylor 400
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House Editorial Honor Code extends
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Russell Yates: The man who wasn't
there

BY KIMBERLV MCKENZIE

A JMU student was judicially referred
for a weapons violation The sub|ect
reportedly was found in possession of
a butterfly knife in Wayland Hall March
14 af 6:35 p.m.
In other matters, campus police report
the following:
Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported the larceny
ol a JAC card from Gibbons Hall Feb
28 between 4 and 5 p.m.
• A JMU student reported the larceny
of a JAC card and $5 in the College
Center March 12 between 10:20 and
11 a.m.

Property Damage
• A JMU student reported damage to
the rear bumper of a vehicle parked in
the parking deck March 11 between 8
a.m. and 1:45 p.m.
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Letter to the editor

8

Spotlight What is your opinion of
gun control?
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W lot March 11 at 1:01 p.m.
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Live on Stage

Tuesday
March 19th

The fabulous sounds of

Infectious Oryamzms
with special guest New Sensation

My Blue Pill
Dream it. Do it. Disney.
Were coming to campus!
Mark your uikiuLirs

All majors .mil .ill college lever, invited

$5.00, 18 and Up!

Wednesday
March 20th

High energy college
rock with

This is your ili.uue toga inside tins world famous ivsort.build your resume
.uid meet studentit from around the world
Checkout! llj/7 DuncyHMf College I'mt^-.im paid internship.
Housing is ottered. (lollege credit opportunities may be available,

33 West

Visit our website .it wdw<"ollet;eproj*ram.com and
then come to the pre*entatjori Attendance is required to interview

Thursday, March 21 at 6:00PM
Sonnets Hall Reception Hall

and guest

British Andy
$5.00, 18 and Up!

World

\^JC0LLEG EPROGRAM
wdwcollegeprogram com
tOt • Drtwing Crt»>i,nr from

D.«»M<>*

■ CD<1

432.9963

YviMiM.malnsireetroclts.com
Ml Shows 18a up, Unless Otherwise Noiedl
Mainstreet is Perfectly Located at 153 South Malnstreet. Hamsonburg
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"All of us suffer from stress
and anxiety probably more
often than we should."

■ Trash the commons!
The JMU Recycling Program
will gather and sort trash from
the Bluestone area today.

STACEY ARMSTRONG

junior
SM below

Disabled have rights
Speaker says government support needed
BY EILEEN LOFRESE

contributing writer

BECKY (iAHKIFJ. ituff phonmraphrr

Connie Garner expressed concern that many teachers don't know how to educate students
with disabilities during her speech in Taylor Hall Thursday.

In recognition of Disability
Awareness Week, ihe Council
for Exceptional Children sponsored a speaker from the
Legislation for Disabilities in
Washington, D.C. in Taylor Hall
Thursday.
"No one in this country
ever expects it to happen to
them,," said Connie Garner,
advocate for disabilites awareness under Massachusetts
Senator Edward Kennedy. "I
have seen too many mothers
expect to give birth to the
Gerber baby only to find out
their child has a disability."
According to Garner, who
has college degrees in nursing,
pediatrics and psychology,
there are too many special
education children in the
United States that don't get the
schooling they need to succeed
in life.
"The United States mandates hospitals to resuscitate
and keep mentally retarded
and disabled children alive by
any means necessary, but
where is the government and
state when these kids are 7, 8
and 9 years old?" Garner said.
Freshman Heather Huran
said of Gamer, "She's amazing.
She saw something she wanted
changed and did it."
Garner said she built her
way up from being a happy

"soccer mom" of seven children
to working beside Kennedy and
Bill and Hillary Clinton
Gamer said, "Hillary is as
tough as nails. She is bright,
strong and sharp." Gamer said
of her work on Clinton's Health
Care Plan as part of the children's task force, "Out of all my
experiences, this was one 1 will
never forget."

-66
No one in this country
ever expects it to
happen to them.
— Connie Garner

disabilities awareness advocate

5?
Gamer not only fights for
"special" children, she is also
the mother of one. Her daughter, Ashley, is 15 years old and
was bom mildly retarded. "It's
a very emotional issue," Garner
said. It was after the birth of her
daughter and working as a
nurse that Gamer decided to
go back to school and pursue
public policy while working
full time.
Freshman )v> n Cicia soid, "It

is interesting for me as a SPED
(Special Education) makir. My
cousin is mentally retarded, so I
was able to relate to what she
was saying."
According to Garner, many
teachers in both private and
public schools systems are not
trained to handle children
with mental retardation and so
these kids are forced out.
"SPED children need to be and
feel like part of their neighborhood, not separated," if they
are ever going to progress,
according to Garner.
There have been incidents
in Mississippi where teachers
were caught on video duct
taping mentally retarded children to chairs because they
were not educated on how to
discipline and work with
these students. Garner said.
One of the latest Health
Care bills Garner worked to
pass, under the direction of
Kennedy, addressed this issue.
It has helped 2.3 million disabled people obtain jobs since
2000 and funded proper training courses for teachers,
according to Garner.
She advised students in the
SPED field to intern and get
as much personal experience
as possible. "There's a whole
world out there, and you can
be what you want to be. You
can make a difference. We
need good people out there."

Recycling program, students to 'keep it R.A.W.'
BY JANE MCHUGH

senior writer

This week Ihe I ITU 458 class
and
the JMU Recycling
Program are encouraging students to "Keep II HA.W." .ill
year long.
JMU's Recycling Awareness
Week, sponsored by Ihe Health
Program,
Planning
and
Evaluation class and the JMU
Recycling Program, runs from
March 18 to 22 ami hope-- to
"promote [recycling] <'Jin.ili.tn
and awareness," according to
Anthony Marcuso, Operations
Manager of JMU's recycling
program.
Most students in the data
feel as though the JMU community needs to play a more
active role in reducing the
amount of waste, which is
why they are sponsoring
Recycling Awareness Week,
according to Dorsey.

Each year, health sciences
professor Tom Syre's class works
to create a campus-wide program that will heighten JMU's
awaivness of a certain cause.
11.Mills 458 is divided into
different teams, including marketing, evaluation and fund
raising. The teams work together to sponsor a program that
will benefit the JMU community. This year, while one of the
sections is spoasoring Mental
I lealth
Awareness
Week,
Dorsey's section is sponsoring
Recycling Awareness Week. The
class has planned activities
throughout the week to encourage students to recycle.
According to senior Liz
Dorsey, CEO of the program
organized by the Health
Program Planning class, when it
comes to recycling, "There is a
probk-m that we need to correct"
Today on the commons from

11 am. to 2 p.m., there will be an and at the Festival and Zane
activity called "Trash the Showker Hall. The Health
Commons." The class is collect- Program Planning class repreing trash from the Bluestone scntatises is ill 1st is.ii ding mil
area in order to remove recy- items on the commons today.
Additionally, until Thursday,
cleables, Dorsov s.n.t
"We want the student body there will be raffles sold for SI
each,
where students can win
to see . how much recyclable
material is in Ihe trash," anything from l.uigi's Pizza to
tanning to a free month memMarcuso said.
There also will be informa- bership at Nautilus Gym,
tion booths on the commons Dorsey said. The raffle tickets
and the class will be handing are the main way that the »leas
out advertisement booklets. T- is raising money lor the planned
shirts and magnets, among events, she said.
rhtre will be uompatlboni
other items, Dorsey said.
Tonight at 7 p.m., in Health Friday among the on-campus
and Human Services Building Greek houses and .imong dorms
room 1302, ["rofessor of Health to see who has accumulated the
Sciences Richard Travis will most recycling material. The
speak about the environmental recycling program will measure
effects of recycling and not recy- the amount of material.
According to Dorsey, the
cling. After the talk, the movie
winner
of
the
Greek
"Biodome" will be shown.
Competition
will receive $100
Thursday, there will be information booths on the commons for their house and Ihe winner

Recycling Awareness Week
MONDAY
11 a.m.-2
On the co1

'e Commons"
ition Booths

7 p.m.
HHS
THURSC
Common
and ZaneN
FRIDAY

of the Dorm Competition will
receive $150 for their dorm The
Heallh Program Planning class
has raised the money for Ihe
winners from the raffle and

nformatior/Booths
ftion for
garnering recycling
material
CINDY TINKIJt/»*wi" aniM
advertising booklet proceeds.
Of Ihe week's event*,
Dorsey said. "1 hope that
some of the students learn
thai there are a lot of ways to

Week focuses on college
student mental health

Get well soon

BY KATI; SNVDER

stuff writer

HRKNIIM IJMatfphologniptifr

Starting last Thursday. "The Journey o( Wellneu" interactive lecture aeries
explores the u»e» and benefits of complementary and alternative medicine. It
will run for five weeks, on Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. During last Thursday's
session, psychiatrist Michael Marcum Introduced the series.

This week, health science
students will host "A New
You in 2002" for Mental
Health Awareness Week at
JMU. Students organized
events to demonstrate to others the importance and effects
of mental health among college students.
Associate
Professor
of
Health Sciences Thomas Syre's
HTH 458
dare,
Health
Programming. Planning and
Evaluation, is running the week
of events.
According to clan member,
junior J.ulsn M.irsano, the purpose Is to i n-.iti'.i campUB-wkfe
es'ent thai will help students in
the class plan and evaluate .i
health promotion program.
Within the class, junior
Eric Dalton acts as CEO and
junior Stacey Armstrong is
assistant CEO.
The class is broken up into
four committees, including
fund raising, headed by junior
Devon I >ohony. marketing.
headed by Marsano, research
and evaluation, headed by
sophomore Jaikson Baynard,
and implementation and
activities, headed bv senior

Lauren Smith

"With the participation of
each ol these groups, ss.' base

—-

planned events to make people
aware of mental illnesses and lo
provide resources for help thai
are available on campus,"
Marsano said.
Ihe activities are planned for
everv day of the week, which
run from today through
Thursday. Today, students can
make stress balls on Ihe commons from 11 a.m to 3 p.m.
Tomorrow, "Speak Out on
Mental Health" will take
place in Health and Human
Services 1301 at 7 pjn. IWo
students will speak about
their personal experience!
with slress, anxiety and Other
forms of mental health A
speaker from Ihe Counseling
and Student Development
Center also will talk about
services it offers for students.
This is a passport event.

Students can fake anxiety

screenings on Wednesday to
determine individual slress
and anxiety levels. This will

be administered by CSDC in
Taylor 306 from 3 to 5 p.m.
The week will conclude on
Thursday w/lth a free: yoga
class at UREC from 3 to 4
p.m. An informational table
will he set up in UREC following Ihe class, and anyone
can come ask questions and
get further information.
"A lol ol students probably

don't realize Ihe true impact of
mental health," Armstrong said.
"All of us suffer from stress and
anxiety probably more often
than ss,' should. I really hope
students come out and leam
.ibiHit its effects."
Syre's class has done similar
projects in the past, including
anti-smoking campaigns and
eating disorder awareness, but
this is the first time the class has
u.usod on mental heallh sV
plan on keeping this for future
ve.irs to come and have started a
VAeb site so peopk' can get information," Marsano said. 'We
hope to gain as much support as
poieMe because mental .hs,.r
ders make up a large par: of our
campus and can nun people's
lullege experiences
Sponsonii in part by CStX'
and Ihe University Health
I .ntcr. the class has worked to
raise funds for the sscck
through bagel sal*-.. Papa John's
pizza s,iles. ,i raffle and a Ki:
Theory and MacGregor concert
at I lighl.isvn Pavilion.
It's tor ,i really good
CaUM," Marsano s.iul 1 oak
fbt us on Ihe lonimnns and be
.nsare o! lliers around campus
promoting our weekly events.
\\c |« hoping it will be a lot of
fun. and we have lots of free
Information .md prizes to give
to everyone '

....-....■■,
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Speaker advises
Greeks on 'idiots,'
other problems
A Panhellenic Council-sponsored speaker addressed members ol the Greek community
Tuesday night in PC Ballroom.
T.J. Sullivan delivered his
presentation,"Thai
One
Member." saying members ol
fraternities and sororities claim
to love each other as brothers
and sisters, but when a potentially dangerous situation arises,
they do not "call one another
out on it."
He opened by asking the
audience to answer questions
about the "idiots" in their lives.
"How many people have an
idiot in their chapter? In your
family?" Sullivan said. While this
caught many by surpnse. there
was a massive response ot
raised hands.

In Brief
Sullivan instructed the audience of over 400 to stand up
and collectively yell out the
name of the idtot in their Nves.
This exercise led
to
Sullivan's speech about how
to non-confrontationally confront the "idiots" in one's life.
so that they no longer are the
ones that mess up things for
the whole group.

Sophomore Delta Delta Delta
member Carrie Meadows said,
"I like the tact he pointed out
that we (soronties) aren't a normal organization, and that we
need to be a sister and be there
for each other, not just worry
about liability."
Using alcohol abuse as an
example, Sullivan spoke about
confronting someone who has
a problem.
The audience participated in
an exercise where pairs confronted each other about a
hypothetical alcohol problem,
but used the word of "I" instead
of "you.' Sullivan said the use of
T included: "I get scared when
you drink," "This is how it
makes me feel" and "I feel helpless when you're drunk."
He said this tactic helps the
person who has the problem
not feel he or she is being
accused, allowing them to productively take steps toward
resolving their problems.
Meadows said, "[Sullivan]
asked who had younger sisters
or brothers in real life and if we
would be OK with the behavior
that some of our Greek sisters
and brothers exhibit if they were
our real sisters and brothers.
This reminded us we should
hold our Greek sisters and
brothers to the same standard
as our biological family."
— Kyra Papafil
staff writer

U. Nebraska Greek Advocate warns
system stays positive
despite recent events students about
BY LARRY LUNNIN

Daily Nebraskan
I \-spite recent concern about
the vitality of Greek life on the
University of Nebraska campus,
officials say the system is
stronger now than it was in
years DMt
Linda Schwartzkopf, director of Greek Affairs since 1997,
s*iid there have been dramatic
positive changes within the
Greek system during the past
four years.
Because of strong leadership
within
the
Interfraternity
Council and the Panhellenic
Association, Schwartzkopf said,
the system will continue to gain
prnmnu'nce and accept responsibility at the university.
"The Office Of Greek Affairs
wants to take the burden off of
the university and give it back
to the Greek system," she said.
In
recent
years,
Schwartzkopf said, there also
has been an increase in the number of students pledging the fra-
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When you get past the
stereotypes, you really
have some great stuff.
-Mitch Walden
U. of Nebraska IFC president

(unities and •orod&M

Kirslm Mjursi.id, president
of the Panhellenic Association,
said the pure numbers may not
tell the whole story.
"We Uxik for quality over
quantity," she said.

Clarify the funk.
Call us at the
News Desk x86699 and tell us
what's up.
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The amount of money
and hours we put in is
off the charts.
-Nikki Wiener
U. of Nebraska Panhellenic
recruilmcnl chairwoman
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Nikki Wiener, the organization's recruitment chairwoman,
siid many Greek houses also
are more involved in campus
and community activities such
as student government and volunteering at local schools than
they were in the past
"The impact we have within
the community of Lincoln (Neb.)

Dance One Night Away to Fufill a Child's Dream
Boogie at Alpha Phi Omega's Dance-A-Thon

+"

is underestimated," she said.
"The amount of money and
hours we put in is off the
charts/Wiener said.
Greeks account for 16 to ^percent of the undergraduate population, Schwartzkopf said, and are
overrepresented in almost every
area of campus activity.
Mitch Walden. president of
the Interfraternity Council, said
he thought the Greek system
will continue to gain strength in
the future because of greater
cooperation between individual
fraternity chapters and between
fraternities and sororities.

All proceeds given to Make A Wish Foundation
Saturday, March 23rd * 9pm - until you stop
$3 per person * $5 per couple
*
UREC Mac Room
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"It used to be us vs. administration," Walden said. "Now we realize the need for internal changes."
Presently, the Office of Greek
Affairs is working with the
Interfraternity Council and
Panhellenic Association to
improve the state of the Greek
community by promoting further chapter unity, improving
relationships with the campus
and administration and working
more closely with Student judicial
Affairs, Schwartzkopf said.
Although the recent hazing
incident has helped foster the
negative stereotypical image of
the "frat hoy," Walden said, the
public only hears about the negative things that happen within
the Greek community.
"The negative events are so
sensational that they attract a lot
of attention," Walden said.
"Good things are continually
happening so they are not
always newsworthy. When you
get past the stereotypes, you
reallv have some great stuff."

Roiiisns
The Duunonaback

BY MICHULLE

A former fraternity hazcr
and current advocate against
hazing addressed several hundred
members
of
the
L'nhersitv tit Maryland Greek
community last week, usmc a
hypothetical example to show
hazing can, and in some cases,
has led to death.
Dave Westol. the executive
director
of
"Dieta
Chi
International Fraternity, has
been delivering his speech
"Hazing on Trial," to students
on college campuses since IW1.
Westol led students through
a hypothetical scenano pretending to be the president of a fraternity in which a pledge dies
during hazing.
Except for the death, the
speech is based on Westol s
own personal experiences as
a fraternity member at
Michigan State University.
"If I can get some of you to
think about what goes on in
your chapters, your clubs, your
athletic teams, your orgam/ations, to question the people
who believe in h.i/ing
Ml I
have not wasted your time,"
Westol said.
Brad Fowler, president of
the campus chapter of Theta
Chi, asked Westol to speak
after he saw the speech delivered at a conference.
"What he has to say really
makes sense," Fowler said, noting Westol's speaking style
gives his words a strong impact.
Westol gave examples of
hazing, including forcing new
members to run sprints, to wear
certain clothes and to drink
alcohol. A chapter ii hazfoifl

even if pressure is only implied
something Greek life director
Matt Supple said many students don't realize.
Westol said every chapter
has hazers, who are usually
the least active members in
the chapter.
"The strongest advocates for

ha/ing, with a few exceptions,
an' the worst members of the
clvpter.'hesaid.
t l.i/ers deceive new members bv pretending to be supportive, but this supportiveness
disappears quickly when hazing begins, Westol said.
"If hazing is so great, how
come we don't talk about it during recruitment?" he said.
Westol also stressed that
new members of organizations
■hould not feel compelled to
endure hazing.

-66//hazing is so great,
how come we don'/ talk
about it during
recruitment?
— Dave Westol
executive director. Theta Chi
International Fralemii\
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"If you think hazing is incorporated into a chapter you are
in and if you think hazing is a
natural consequence, you are
wrong," he said.
Westol
concluded
his
speech by encouraging audience members to stand up
and confront ha/ers.
"If hazing is going on in
your chapters, then somebody
needfl to stand up," he said.
Students said they thought
the speech was informative
and showed why hazing
should be eliminated.
Seth Zonics, a sophomore
fraternity member, said he
hasn't personally encountered
hazing but has heard of campus incidents he would consider ha/inv.
"1 think he showed how
silly hazing is," Zonies said. "I
don't think there's any justmcation for ha/ing."

peApL of nie ofuefJr
Got Sushi?
Visit our store for all your sushi needs!
While you're there, de-stress with our new and exciting
line of aromatherapy soaps, tropical candles, bath salts,
massage oils, body butter, finest herbal teas and incense.

Go ahead, you deserve it!

*+

FREE PAIR OF JAPANESE SANDALS FOR EVERY
PURCHASE OF S50.00 or nnl

m

Lots of Prizes and Contests!

hazing dangers

Shenandoah Heritage Farmer's Market 540-280-3484

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
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Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gifts

your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

^'Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels
We can special order
your favorite college team.

Register for Saturday

Freefall almost a minute
from the area's largest and
safest skydiving aircraft from
2 1/2 miles high on your
first skydive

**$$

JMU student discounts

1 (877) DIVE SKY
348-3759

(540) 943-6587

*i

complete information « on www.SKydiveorange.CQm
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A pillar in Hip-Hop Culture, author, and political activist. Sister Souljah
is a legitimate voice for Black America. Her best-selling book MI / Nrnpi I
offers a forthright cnbque of the Black male/ female relationship. As an activist,
she discusses women's issues and sexual politics, economic and cultural politics.
as well as issues surrounding the Hip-Hop Nation, she has appeared on The
Oprah Winfrey Show and Today among others State Souljah is F-xecutive
Director of Daddy's House Social Programs
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Speaker addresses presidents' need for power
SPEAKER, from page 1
essential that he use his power
can only be done once we to carry out objectives set forth
understand the need for presi- by himself and the public. "We
dential power, a need often are now in a situation in which
qutfttontd in the continued we have declared war on terrorstruggle to interpret the pow- ism, whatever that may be,
ers of each branch of govern- undefined in terms of geoment'he said. "The Congress graphic location, undetermined
will most of the time support a in terms of people involved,
president who is forceful and undetermined in terms of
enough to recognize the chal- what it is we will use to atcomplish our objectives and finally
lenges and try to propose legis
l.itinn, but it's the president uiuletermined in terms of what
who has to make the deci- our objectives are."
sions," he said. "It is the presit
dent who has to lead Congress,
not the other way around.
"And for those who believe
It is the president who
then' must be substantial limitations on the power of the
has to lead Congress,
presidency, who believe that
centralization of power in
not the other
Washington is in fact in itself
way around.
dangerous, they must also recognize that it's the bringing
— Unman Eagleburger
together of the powers by the
62nd Secreiai) of Male
president, under his power, that
has been essential in dealing
with crisis after crisis that this
country has had to face."
Continuing on the presiRagleburger addressed the
responsibility.
president's responsibility to dent's
make clear the United States' Kagleburger said he would
efforts in the war and said it is advise the president to now
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"tell the American people what
our objectives are and prepare
them (or the fact that this is not
something that is over the day
we discover that Osama bin
I aden has either been killed or
hen captured." He said bin
I adoi is a (wtnote in history
and that "if he disappeared
from
the scene tomorrow
morning it would mean alnuM
nothing in terms of what we do
about the terrorist threat over
thi count of the next year"
Pairing the need for power
with the need for a leader with
a
strong
personality,
l*agleburger hailed Bush for his
leadership in the crisis thus far.
"I don't think President Bush
had much choice but to react
more or less the way he has, but
I must also say, and 1 hope this
isn't viewed as a political message, that had he been defeated
in the presidential election that
he squeaked through, I do not
think we would've seen the
same kind of leadership from
Mr. Gore that we have of Mr.
Bush. Personalities can make a
serious difference in these
kinds of crises."
Speaking on the relationship

then Id OR it are very much Goodwin. Goodwin was uninwanting." This lack of commit- vited alter .ulnutting to plagiament,
according
to rizing other writers in her 1987
Ragleburger, will not be solved book, "The I it/geraltls .ind the
unless the United States can Kennedys " Handling the situaconvey a clear objective as to tion with respect for Goodwin's
works and humor ,it his own
what its goals are.
"Without the leadership of invitation, Ragleburger said he
the U.S. in framing the issues, in would be turning over his
framing the courses of action $10,000 fee to the university for
that we ought to take, we can- use in funding scholarships.
not even try to convince our
"1 thought he hail excellent
.illies and friends of the wisdom comments about the affairs of
thinking and we will not the nation," said |im Kiley,
Personalities can make «»tbe our
able to answer the allies father of freshman Paul Riley
and a member of the Parent's
a serious difference in questions," he said.
discrepancy as to what Council, a group of 36 parents
these kinds of crises. theThe
president's objectives are of current students who work
have faced criticism from to involve parents in the affairs
— Lawrence Eagleburger many since Sept.
11. of the university. "His use of
62nd Secrclarv of Slale
Ragleburger stressed that now humor was really wonderful."
In addition to his work as
is the time for Bush to face
that confusion. "Now that Secretary of State, Ragleburger
we're committed, it is the worked under presidents
responsibility of the president Nixon and Carter He served as
"At the moment I must tell to continue to carry out what- executive assistant to 1 lenry
you that while [our allies) may ever is necessary to meet the Kissinger and held several
affairs,
have some useful advice on commitments he has already roles in foreign
occasion ... their ability to con- laid out, and to define those According to a press release
from |MU Media Relations,
vince themselves that they commitments."
Ragleburger touched on his Ragleburger now lives in
must take serious measures
against something like the ter- invitation as keynote speaker Charlottesville and is a contribrorist threat, their ability to con- after the university's dismissal utor on several network and
vince themselves of this and of historian Doris Kearns cable television news shows.

between the president and
United States' allies in the crisis.
Ragleburger said that personality plays l critical part once
again in forging alliances and
succeeding in the objectives set.
Presently, he said he is not sure
the United States is succeeding
in its efforts to keep its allies
strongly committed.
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Muskrats take dip Attorney calls for new meaning
in Newman Lake
ATTORNEY, from page 1

Ml SKRATS.from page 1

ample vegetation for infant
muskrats to leed on.
Since that time, a steady
lack of rain has caused many of
the animals to migrate to
Newman lake, Jennings said.
Water provides muskrats with
food and a safe haven, so the
animals nearly always live in
nearby burrows. As water levels drop, their burrows become
Increasingly distant from
water, leaving them more
exposed to predators as they
travel from burrow to water in
search of food. So to protect
themselves, muskrats migrate
closer to w.itiT. Minings said.
In this case, the muskrats chose
the waters of Newman lake.
An end to the current
drought, however, could me.m
the end of the muskrats,
Jennings said. He said he
expects many of them to disperse from Newman lake into
other bodies of water as water
levels rise.
Meanwhile, residents who
must deal with the muskrats
on a daily basis are not
happy. "It's been a problem
all year and nobody wants to
do anything about it," Kies
BSid "I don't know what
else we can do."

said they also are worried
about health risks. "From
what I know about rats,
they're not exactly the safest
creatures to have wandering
around," Kies said.
Red up with the animals,
Kies and her housemates contacted the Office of Residence
Life in November. ORR sent
Ron Jennings, director of Pest
Management, to investigate
the situation.
"1 looked around the area ...
it was just muskrats," Jennings
said. He said he saw no reason
to exterminate what he called
"timid creatures'

DAVfl KlSUwnitirpfatowmplifr
Newman Lake muskr.it

He said, "They pose no
threat to humans at all and provide us with the viable service
of controlling aquatic vegetation. It would be like going cvul
to kill all the rabbits that are
hopping around out there
because you didn't like how
they l(K>ked."
While rats are notorious for
spreading dise.w. muskrats do
not share this quality, Jennings
said
K.its cnh.ibit.itt> with
humans and feed off our
debris," which increases the
likelihood of disease transfer, he
said. Muskrats, on the other
hand, pose no such risk. In tact,
many people hunt and trap
them for food, Jennings said
Recipes for muskrat dishes such
as "muskrat casserole" can even
be found online at Web sites like
the Everything Muskrat recipe
page
(my.net-link.net/~vane-

a

I lalbrook also made a comism," he MKI
parison between the I ilt;i and
Halbrook used the exam- the Second amendments.
ples of Nazi Germany, where Halbrook said that the Fifth
the death psnalty was received Amendment provides foi entifor gun possession. Halbrook tlement to be indicted by a
quoted George Mason who grand jury except during times
said, "Disarming the people is of war. Entitlement is the idea
the best way to enslave them."
of not having to testify against
I lalbrook
discussed onself
and
the
Fifth
Federalist Paper No. 46, writ- Amendment is about entitleten by James Madison. In this ment,
but
the
Fifth
paper Madison said, "The ulti- Amendment carries with it an
mate authority resides in the exception to the entitlement.
people — the people are the Halbrook said that in the
ultimate army." Halbrook said Second Amendment there is
that Madison believed the "no exception" and that it does
Second Amendment was not "distinguish the terms miliimportant because if the gov- tia and people" apart from
ernment becomes too similar to each other
a tyranny, the militia will revolt
"Today there is the viewagainst the government.
point that
the
Second
Madison said the only rea- Amendment does not protect
son gun control is an issue is the individual right to bear
because the governments are arms but the states rights to
afraid to trust the people with maintain militia." Halbrook
arms, according to Halbrook.
said that because the amendHalbrook discussed the ment does not distinguish the
wording of the amendment to militia from the people, thiv
demonstrate the true meaning argument is obsolete.
of the Second Amendment
"The most important thing
"The Second Amendment to think about when debating
refers to the right of the peo- contemporary issues is what
Cle," he said. "States do not does trie constitution provide
ave rights; they have pow- for," Halbrook said. If the govers," thus it is not the domain ernment diverges from the
of the state to deny the people Constitution once, it if not
of a right.
acceptable bscauss it will hap-

The Second
Amendment refers to
the right of the people.
— Stephan Halbrook
noon
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Students
attending
Halbrook's speech found
him enlightening on the sub
ject matter
"The speaker was very
informative, and I was very
impressed by the basis of his
argument being a vast and
accurate knowledge of history

and history."

"The speaker was very
interesting and his discussion
on the right to bear arms is
very appropriate following
the'aflermath of (Sept. U|,"
Mak said.
Halbrook received his doctorate from Georgetown
University and his bachelor's
and graduate degrees from
I lorids Suite University.
I lalbrook has worked as a
professor of philosophy as wel'
as his current occupation is a.
attorney specializing in constitutional cases. As an attorrey,
I lalbrook has won three out of
three cases presented before
the Supreme Court, including
Printz v. United States which
o\ertumed the Brady Bill. The
Brady Bill dealt with the issue
of gun control.
I lalbrook is the author of
the books "That Fvery Man Be
Armed: The Evolution of a
Constitutional Right" and "A
Right to Bear Amis: State and
Federal Bill of Rights and
I onshtution.il (aiarantees."

Wanna be a staff writer?

— Ron Jennings
director of Pest Management

Come to the workshop Thursday, March 28 at 4 p.m.
Start getting paid for your work!
y
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There are several factors
that could have caused the
increase
in
the
local
muskrat
population,
according to Jennings. One
is the heavy rainfall of last
spring, which gave rise to

6 6-

rather than regurgitating facts
that are much overused,"
freshman Nick Perkinson said.
Freshman Linda Mak said,
"I lis articulation reflected fundamental basis of gun control,
backed by substantial e\ idence

—

They pose no threat to
humans at all...

teffrmaknljmdpeiMm).

pen again and, depending on
who is in power, the
Constitution will not be
upheld, according to Flalbrook.
Although Halbrook said he
understands that some believe
this amendment is not relevant
to society today, he feels that
strict adherence to the
Constitution's written word is
necessary for successful government operation

protest,
the
Despite
muskrats at Newman lake
aren't going anywhere soon.
"There have always been
muSkntS in Newman Lake
and there always will be,"
Jennings said. In fact, the local
population could be higher this
fall because of the year's warm
winter, he said.

Breeze office, basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall

hep. skip. jump, crawl, walk. run. skate,
parachute, swim. bike. hike, cance. drive.
Baniff Mountain Film Festival
March 26
Time: 5 pm
Cost$ 10 JMU/ $15 Guest
Don't miss our annual trip to Chailottesville lor
the traveling adventure film show.
Register by March 22, 5 pm
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Time: 430-630 pm
Visit our informational tables
relatating to nutritional topics!
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Ultimate Frisbee (MXWXC)
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Stroke Clinic

Minimum 5 needed
Entnes Due March 18-21
Play Dates March 28 - April 25
Manager's Meeting March 25. 6 pm

March 20
Time: 7-8 pm
Learn more about yourself and what
you d like to be through games and
discussion FREE'
WELLNESS PASSPORT

i

March 19
Time 8 - 8 45 pm
Make your swimming strokes more
efficient
Register by March 18
WELLNESS PASSPORT

Get There. LCEC.
Fot more information call x88700 or
visit www jmu edu/iecreation
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JMU, MWC debate Second Amendment
s

JMU. front pm i

does

doms to slip from our ran"
■he laid
lames Mftdtton would bean
Mary
Washington'!
side,
according to! tvson
After Invoking tlu* name of
Limes Madison, Lceaon quoted him whan she said,
as
he wrote, the right itf the people to keep and bear arms
shall not be infringed."
In other words, the right
to have guns should not be
taken away.
"lake awa) one right and
weaken one civil liberty and the
consequences are devastating."
she said
There were two more
risks that I eeson highlighted
during her speech: losing the
right to self-defense, and
that taking awa\ gun rights
won't cut down crime,
according to 1 eetOfl

nuclear weapons. Tor thev,
like hand guns, are arms
Morrison then connected
this to the idea of limits on constitutional amendments.

Reasonable limits
The thesis of Morrison's
speech was closing the gun

show loophole
"Charlton Hasten la nol
my president," Morrison
said. "If indeed the Second
Amendment
provides an
absolute constitutional protection for the right to hear
arms in order to preserve the
power of the people to resist
Kovernmenl
tyranny, but
then it must allow individuals to posses bazookas, torpe-

> u I missiles, even

-44Take away one right
and weaken one civil
liberty and the
consequences are
devastating.
— Katie Leeson
Man WukiagMI College debater

'As lOOfl as we allow for
government regulation of
any weapon, we have broken
the dam of constitutional
protection." she said.
t >m .' that dam is broken
we are not talking about
whether the government
can constitutionally restrict
arms but rather what constilutes I reasonable restriction,"Morrison said.
This idea tied into an even
broader concept.
* i nstitutional amendments are not absolute," she
said. "They were never
meant to he. If they were.

we wouldn't need an entire
branch of the government to
interpret them. Like the
First Amendment, which
does not stretch far enough
to cover libel or yelling
'fire'in a crowded theater,
the Second
Amendment
should
not
stretch
far
enough to cover the rights
of criminals to buy guns.
"We are not here to strip
away an amendment to the
( institution; we are not here
to take away the rights of
hunters or even the rights of
law-abiding citizens to own
their OWIl hand guns for protection." Morrison said.
"We are here to instead
argue for security from those
who would twist the constitution to gain access to arms
and then to harm others,"
she said.
Kveryday fire arms are illegally sold to convicted criminals and the mentally ill
because of the gun show loophole, according to Morrison
The loophole is the ability of those people who
don't get their main income
trom selling guns to be able
!
sell guns at gun shows
without being required to
do a background check,
according to Morrison.
Closing
the
gunshow
loophole is perfectly constitutional and necessary, according to Morrison.

Morrison continued with
the theme of reasonable
restrictions on gun control.
She said, "It has to do with
what ... David Koresh and the
Columbine massacre all have
in common. They are all intimately intertwined with some
of the darkest moments in our
history — moments that were
created by the gun show loophole. O worse, moments th.it
yet have been created but are
on the horizon."

-6 6
We are not here to strip

away an amendment to
the Constitution.
— Cale Morrison
JMU debater
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Gun shows and the loophole were utilized, according
to Morrison, in the aforementioned
events
and
among others.
She then went on to suggest
mandating background checks
for all gun purchases

Rights stolen
The debate shouldn't he
about a loophole or dark

moments in history but about
theft, according to Rainey"Theft, because the most
basic of civil liberties is being
stolen from American citizens," she said. "Theft,
because the opposition wants
to take billions of your hardearned tax dollars to enact
useless legislation."
She then attacked the
foundation of the opposition's argument when she
said, "This attack on gun
shows is a cleverly hidden
attempt to erode our civil
rights," she said. "With this
erosion we begin to slide
down the slippery slope of
unconstitutional^.'
She then invoked the name
of a founding father when she
said, "As George Mason once
said. To disarm the people is
the best and most effectual way
to enslave them.'"
In her speech, she also conveyed the message that closing
the gun show loophole would
do nothing.

Lives stolen
Lancaster focused on a
different kind of theft during
her speech.
"Oddly
enough,
our
opponents and I agree," she
said. "This debate is very
much about theft; however,
it is about the theft of life. It
is the theft of every child
that has access to a gun that

accidentally shoots themself. It is about the theft of
every single life that hapEens when the gun show
»ophole is not closed and
convicted felons are legally
able to purchase a weapon
in which they can kill again.
That is the theft we should
be concerned about-"

Audience reaction
About 50 students attended
the debate.
"I thought the debaters
argued their positions really
well, considering gun control
is such a controversial issue,"
senior Shari Acree said.
"The question-and-answer
period was a nice feature of the
debate because it allowed the
audience members to discuss
the points made in the debate
instead of just listening to the
arguments," Acree said.

Debate context
Co-chair of the Madison
Committee and director of the
Identity Leadership Team
Andy Perrine and Pete Bsumel
gave opening remarks.
This is the second time
debate over an amendment
has occurred as part of the
Madison Week celebration.
This year for the first time
the debate was Web casted live
and is now archived and Available on the Madison Week Web
page, uruw.jmu.edu/birtiiday.

Speaker advocates strong handgun control laws
SPEAKER, from pagt .
ai government would have boo
much power and Mate BOVerft
ments would have too little.
"The Second Amendment
was written to address concerns ol tin- Anti-K-deralists,'
Henigan said. "They feared an
army that served the federal
government. They saw state
militias as a way to fight the
government's power."
According to Henigan,
)ames Madison played an
integral role in defending the
Second Amendment during

the
Virginia
Ratification
I (invention in 1788.
"Madison said the power to
arm militias shouldn't all be
federal, but that the stales and

the federal government should
share the power," he said. "The
Second Amendment should be a
check c »n the federal go\ emment.
Today,
the
Second
Amendment has a meaning
that would be unrecognizable
to Madison, Henigan said
He said "to keep and bear
arms" has been distorted. He
said that m Madison's lime "to

keep arms" meant the state
should have a well-regulated
militia for military use and "to
bear arms" meant to give oneself for militarv duty.
Henigan promoted responsibilitv by gun manufacturers to
prevent weapoas from falling into
the hands of com icted fekms.
1 le said by supporting individual's gun rights, society is
giving elected officials less
power over gun control.
"If the purpose of the Second
Amendment is for citi/ens to
resist government and not self-

The Perfect Storm:
Weathering Life in
TTimianville

By Cynthia French
Monday, 3/18
7 PM
Grafton Stovall Theater
Free
Cynthia French, author or the hook Huiuanville.
gives her story or living in the Tast-paced
environment or the music industry, which
illustrates how image and perfection drove her into
self-destructive behaviors. She shares many
humorous antidotes from her life that weave a
powerful tale or pain and ultimate healing in a
very tough and competitive world.
There will be a book signing following the
performance.
Sponsored by (he University Health Center and the Leslie George
Memorial Fund for Fating Disorder Awareness.
Questions call 568 3503

defense, why not give them the
right to have the same weapons
as the government, like hand
grenades and semi-automatic
weapons'" he said. "Where do
we draw the line?"
Strong gun contml laws and
even stronger enforcement of
the laws atv needed to combat
illegal sales of guns, Henigan
said. "The Brady Center advocates sensible regulations to
reduce the nsks guns bring into
our homes and communities
State background checks on
all handgun purchases are part

of a successful bill passed by the
Brady Center.
The center was named for
)ames Brady, who was shot and
paralyzed during an assassination attempt on President
Ronald Reagan in 1981.
Gun sales went up after
the events of Sept. 11, 2001,
according to Henigan.
"This is ironic because the
probability of purchasing a gun
to actually combat a terrorist
threat is minimal, Henigan said.
"But when you bring a gun into
a home, it is a great threat. The

risk for suicide increases five
fold and the risk of homicide
increases three fold."
The session ended with
Questions from the audience
gathered in Wilson Hall.
"The private ownership of
guns does not belong in the
Second Amendment," he said.
Senior Carlton Wolfe said,
"The Second Amendment is
just an area of personal interest to me. As a philosophy
issue, it's interesting to see
how it is based on positive
and negative rights."
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"As an alumnus of Mr.
Jefferson's University, I can
certainly confirm your impressions of ils 'snobbiness.'"
KURT SCHICK

" Not likely to be bruslied
off, issues of plagiarism in the
professional sector are a
monumental ordeal."

writing program

see house editorial, below

see letter, page 8

OZAK SALIH
BETWEEN THE LINES
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Russell Yates: The
man who wasn't there

QPFxce

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Honor Code extends into real life
"In a university community, there can be no doubt that
honor and the pursuit of
knowledge are inexorably
intertwined," or so reads the
2001 -'02
JMU
Student
Handnook. An ideal of how
things ought to be in a learning environment, we regularly sign our names at the end
of exams pledging that we've
upheld the honor code set
forth by the university. Do all
students realize the need? We,
as students, realize the nMB
for standards of honor and
truth in our education. Sadly
we also freely scoff at the idea
that our fellow students actually uphold such standards.
At the college level, and
through most of our years in
School, it's accepted that there
are people who cheat. In elementary school it was the bullies who never thought twice
about copying homework
from the studious kids In college, we hear cases of people
buying term papers off the
Internet, unjustly stealing
copies of tests before the exam
date and even plagiarizing
works from noted scholars,
academic sources or even fellow students. Such behavior

strickly is forbidden by the
I lonor Code and punishable
to the severity or expulsion
from the university Yet, however large a travesty to our
honor system ana to our
learning environment, most
of us are conditioned to
expect it, to brush it off and
look the other way.
Sometime after graduation, however, a great change
in attitude occurs. Where in
school we often let the
cheaters slip by and'rmni'
diplomas with all the rest,
once in the professional setting we assume honor and
honesty prevail. We assume,
despite sitting next to cheaters
in our classes, that once walking across that graduation
Stage they become honest,
upstanding scholars with tlve

highest i'i profwicnal ethica

We are shocked when we
find out that this is not always
the case. Just this year, two
prominent historians were
accused of plagiansm in some
of their highly praised scholarly works. In January,
Stephen Ambrose, author of
"The Wild Blue" about World
War II and about 25 other
well-known rnxiks, was
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with Jim Leher" and stepped
down as a Pulitzer Prize
judge, according to last
Thursday's tireeze.
Not likely to be brushed
off, issues of plagiarism in the
professional sector are a monumental ordeal. Even the
slightest misquotation, as
could be the case for both
Ambrose and Goodwin, can
destroy one's reputation in
the scholarly and professional
world. In the collegiate world,
students often play off cheating as misunderstandings,
mistakes and accidents in
their work.
But Andy Perrine, co-chair
of the Madison Committee
and director of the Identity
Leadership Team put it best
in the March 14 edition of Vie
Bnvze when he said we have
to ask the question, "How
far can we distinguish an
honest mistake ... from
downright plagiarism?"And
similarly, why are we so
willing to "let things slide"
in the classroom?
A controversial debate for
many years, the University of
Virginia began to question its
see HONOR, page S

CRETZ

In a Time Magazine photograph, Russell Yates stands
alone. Hands drooping by his
sides, legs apart, back straight: a
solitary Russell superimposed
behind a dry-erase board that
never will be used again.
Overlooking his right shoulder
is a small American flag, the
stars and stripes drooping like
Rusty's face, which looks away
from the camera, lips locked
straight, eyes glazed as if possessed by bitter nostalgia,
watching the water-logged
ghosts of his five children studying, reading, writing. Two
markers lie on the floor beside
Rusty's feet; looking at the
image, we wonder whether it
was Noah, John, Paul, Luke or
Mary who dropped them there,
which of the five dead children
was the last to have his or her
hands around the black marker,
the red one. The caption below
the picture reads "Empty house:
Rusty in the kids' home-school
room" and yet the house is not
the only thing that's empty.
We've seen the pictures of
Andrea Yates, Russell's wife.
We've seen her looking like a
drowned rat, bug-eyed behind
large glasses, thin and wasted
away. We've seen her in portraits with her children, first
one, then two, and then five;
with each new child that crowds
the frame like a grinning
dumpling we see Andrea's
smile straining and straining, a
grisly foreshadowing of the
events for which she's been
found guilty. And yet Russell
remains oblivious, a frozen
image of bliss that severely
contradicts his latest photograph. In these early photos,
he is not the lonely man we
know now but the man
immersed in family life, a man
whose alleged emotional and
supportive absence may have
aided in his wife's downfall.
If Andrea Yates was insane
during the final baptism of her
five children (and regardless of
the court's ruling, the debate
will continue for years) then the
responsibility, by societal consensus, lies not behind those
lifeless eyes but inside the
equally lifeless ones of Russell
Yates. As the patriarch of the
Yates family, he has failed not
only his five children and his
wife, but himself as well. Russell
Yates failed to see the signs of
Ins wife's mental deterioration
when they were right in front of

his face. Andrea holding a knife
to her throat and threatening to
kill herself, a family history of
depression and mental illness, a
potpourri of mental breakdowns, Andrea's dreams of
stabbing someone; these were
the blatant signs which Russell
ignored to the point where, after
Andrea was diagnosed with
postpartum depression, the couple quickly got off birth control
and had another child. There is
an obvious connection between
mental illness and the denial of
loved ones, but how long can
Russell claim denial and shrug
off the responsibility he had as a
father to protect his kids? When
do we stop blaming problems
on abstractions like depression,
denial, confusion and start taking responsibility for our existences and actions like the
autonomous creatures we are?

When one considers the
buildup behind the events of
June 20, 2001, it comes as a surprise that Russell Yates did not
stop what could have been
avoided. While the subject of
mental illness is as complicated
as an M.C. Escher image, the
subject of child endangerment is
fairly straightforward: any
obstacle threatening to harm
your child should be removed
as quickly as possible, even if
the obstacle in question turns
out to be the mother herself.
Common sense would tell most
of us that if our wife were found
clawing bald spots into her head
and under constant duress
because of a fundamental obsession with the Bible and subjects
of sin, salvation and damnation
that something was wrong, that
she needed help. And yet
Russell stood by his woman,
speaking for her in the face of
doctors who questioned her
mental health, and he stands by
her now, after a jury of
anonymities decided she will be
injected with medication in a
mental institution instead of
poison in a Texas death house.
Since was decided on March 15
that she should serve a life sentence rather than suffer the
death penalty.
Maybe what goes through
Russell Yates' head as he stands
in the lifeless school room are
not memories but questions.
Does he realize all the mistakes
he made in the past, does he
realize that he is paying the
see FATHER, page 8

LAND OF THE JUNGLE

Yates trial raises questions with insanity pleas

lulieSproesser

' Ft IhemtuelonCi chequered m ii i< wUhabu$es the world b
indebted h <*// the triumph! which have been gained bu
retton and humanity over error and ovpreuion "
— lames Mmlismi

jute sP,
Kill.

accused of taking text from
another prominent historian,
Thomas Childers, without
acknowledging the use of
direct quotes in his footnotes.
This week, JMU uninvited
historian and scholar of the
James Madison presidency
Doris Kearns Goodwin as
its keynote speaker for
James Madison Day as
Goodwin currently is facing accusations of plagiarism. According .o the
March 7 Richmond TimesDispatch, Goodwin "has
admitted passing off scores
of passages written by others as her own in her 1987
book 'The Fitzgeralds and
the Kennedys."
While none of these accusations are proven as of yet,
the controversy surrounding
both cases caused an uproar
in many circles. Many university professors who used
works by Ambrose in their
teachings have since pulled
the texts from their syllabi. In
the wake of the controversy,
Goodwin also was uninvited
as the commencement speaker at the University of
Delaware, began an indefinite
leav e from I'BS' "NewsHour

H JEFFREY
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Our criminal justice
system has failed us
again. It's that simple.
A polarizing issue has divided
us. Where do we as a people
draw the line when determining one's sanity in a criminal
case? Twelve jurors in the state
of Texas believe insanity in the
legal sense of the word does
init note,
Andrea Yates, a Texas mother, was found guilty of three
counts of capital murder for the
systematic drowning of her five
children June 20, 2001 according to aiinvtmnbc.com. No one
denies that it was her hands
ih.it held her children's faces
underwater long enough to
deprive them of air, ultimately
ending their young lives.
The standard in our court*
room for the longest time has
been that for a guilty verdict to
Iv h.inded down, jurors must
believe without a shadow of a
doubt that the defendant was
the perpetrator of the crimes for
which he Of she is being tried.
Yates' defence learn called 12
credible and expert psychiatrists who testlAad th.it Yttea
suffered from a severe mental
disease and did not know
UlUng her children was wrong.
Even to those who apply the
most liberal of definitions to
Insanity have to entertain the
thought that when 12 medical
sxperai can testify to her leg.il
insanity, the standard tor proving sin- was beyond a shadow
i>l a doubt guilty has been met.

in that same msnbcxam article, the prosecutorial team
agreed that Yates suffered from
a severe mental disease. Were
the prosecutors doing their jobs
in deciding that either life in
prison or the death pen.«ll\
were the nght chokes for the
jury to choose from during the

•snrendna phase? Could they
have been using this case to
step up onto the national map?
Did they try to set an example
of Andrea Yates7
"But it seems to me we are
still back in the days of the
Salem witch trials,'' George
I'arnham,
one of Yates'
defense attorneys, commented after the verdict was read,
according to HUMoV COWJ.
Joe
Lovelace
of
the
National Alliance of the
Mentally III believes some
good will result if Yates
receives life in prison, which
she did during the sentencing
phase. Under Texas law, a
prisoner sentenced lo life in
prison must serve 40 years
before being considered tor
parole Lovelace said that
Yates would receive treatment
to help with her mental instabilities However, if she were
Instead placed in a mental
institution, would that provide a better opportunity for
medical experts to study Yates
further, possibly to uncover
more concrete symptoms and
prevent future tragedies? With
.i case .1-- extreme .is this, dix
tors end the medical commu-

nity could try new and more insanity plead will never again
powerful drugs that help save a defendant's life. Which
counter the effects of postpar- other wackos would this jury
tum depression and psychosis
have found "legally sane"?
It is not right to lock this
Let's just examine one small
woman up for the rest of her aspect of this case. Many witlife and throw away the key nesses have testified that
when there is still good that Andrea Yates was a loving
can come from this madness.
mother Her sister testified that
One of her attorneys, she wished she was as good a
Wendell Odom, said Yates will
mother to her kids as Andrea
not be able to pose a threat to was. Tell me how such a loving
society because she will be
mother, in her right mind,
locked up in a state prison for would murder her five chilthe next 40 years. She will be 77 dren? It seems that simple to
before she even will be considme. We've all heard that Yates
ered for parole. She does not believed she was saving her
have a criminal mind, he children from Satan and the
added I le said the worst thing eternally burning flames of hell.
she has done in her life, besides She believed what she did was
her actions of June 20, was run right, and her thoughts on what
a red light.
was nght were clearly wrong.
Many in the legal communiI cannot testify to the mental
ty, particularly those lawyers condition of Yates at the time of
who host their own talk shows, these crimes. I have not studied
are astounded at the swiftness the workings of the human
of the jury's verdict. I have not brain. I don't agree she was
heard anyone question the completely responsible for the
validity
of
the
common crime committed that day, but
American sitting on jury panels, ■>s .i realist, 1 ..in Ma others hold
but is a change needed there? In ing her partially responsible. In
a case this important, with such our legal system however, they
dire consequences and such t.ir
need to find her 100 percent,
reaching
ramifications beyond I shadow of a doubt
involved, should only lawyers guilty and competent enough to
and other "duly-noted educatknow nght from wrong and the
ed people" be allowed to sit on consequences of her actions. I
juries? I won't dare go as far. If don't know if any other 12 peoa jury was unable to find that ple in their right mind could
Andrea Yates suffered from a reach such .i decision
severe mental condition that
leffrty Crvtz i> a junior SiVMf >
impelled her judgement as to major who uvuld hair kept that
what was right and wrong, I'm jury in the dtMbetulion room until
convinced that the mental a hung jury na> dulainl
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OPINION

Darts

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

OortS ,\ l\a\ ,ire udnmlted toum\nuntst\
tmdprintedm9 qmc+atatiabk basis
SWwrfJlfcwU are based ujxm one pt iton \
opinion of Q given tRnatlon jH-rsm or event
ti'ki th no( n, n \<tinl\ reflet I /he truth.

Pats

E-mail darts and pats to brcemJp<£ Inn mail, com

Pat...

Dart...

A "you m ■' h.nl.iss" pal (o the pegleg i hihuahua that br.ived the Quad
Ffiday even though his little broken leg
was hound in a hot-pink cast.
SMI PI ly tome residents of a Quad dorm
who-*1 day was hntflitawd by your determined

A "didn't-you-get-the-memo-that-itis-still-winter?" dart to all the girls who
were half naked the minute it got above
60 degrees List week.
Stilt in byfiiv students tetio have looked
at their calendar and want to also remind you
that it s not past Easter so save us and please
lay off the white.

puppy phtU pretence.

Dart...
A "hurry-up.ind-transfer" dart to the
three girls walking in front o( me on the common> who^Lited to each other that genocide
would be fine with them to cut down on the

crowded i ridtty afternoon ampus.
Sent in by a sophomore who can't believe

you'd sou MHetltins n mated up and kugfttl

Pat...
A "thanks-tor-making thisa-kick-assyear-for-me" pat to the students of Blue
Ridge Hall You guys are the bomb.
Sent in by a member of the housekeeping
staff who iippnxhites you always Ivmg clean
and taking it easy on her and will be sad to
see you go.

I M out of you almost fell down the
■'.-tit of Mali

Pat-

Dart...

\ weem- to-how-you-writ" pel to

A "thanks-for-giving-the-Quad-a-butt
crack" dart to all the people who keep
walking on the brown line keeping the
grass from growing back.
From a student sad that the Quad no
longer looks lyttcr than UVa 'titan

the glrfa who were darted for wearing
athletic shorts imprinted with "Dukes"
and "JMU."
Sent in ly three girU ttho work out daily
I hat tmprming your image, including

waning the gett mvowed, should be inpeUed
by onlookers

"It is necessary but
Imrd to enforce."

Michelle Chung
sophomore, marketing

UVa. alumnus
refutes column
To the Editor.
As an impressionable
new professor here, you can
imagine how horrified I was
to discover that Ste Grainer
speaks "for the majority of
the student population," for
whom "academics weren't
the deciding factor" in
choosing JMU in his March
14 column titled "College
identity
crisis:
Mr.
Madison's University."
As an alumnus of Mr.
Jefferson's University, I can
certainly
confirm
your
impressions of its "snobbi-

Military Institute enjoys a
uniquely robust military
identity. UVa. and VM1 alumni are fiercely loyal because
of their institutions' distinctive identities. That's why
they're two of the most heavily endowed public universities in the nation.
As a native Virginian, I've
seen JMU struggling to redefine itself for the past two
decades. As you suggest, I
don't think we want to
become
another
UVa.
However, I challenge you to
come up with a more substantial alternative than
"JMU: The Friendly School."
Kurt Schick
writing program

Father should have been more responsible Honor code not
taken seriously

FATHER, from page 7
American family sent to show us
the price of irresponsibility for all the result of our inattentiveall ofus with or without children, ness? Is he a tool, an invisible
or is he as oblivious as he was man duped by cosmic powers,
before, shrugging off mental ill- the Fool to Andrea's King \jttK, a
ness as if it were an enflamed bullhorn to reverberate some
mosquito bite that would heal in hidden lesson we should glean
a few days? That many refuse to from all this mess?
blame Andrea Yates for her
"I'm a fool to do your dirty
actions on the basis of mental work oh yeah, I don't wanna do
instability only worsens the your dirty work no more" sings
weight on Russell's shoulders. Steely Dan as Russell Yates,
He is a portrait of a man who has America's
dirty
worker,
made one mistake too many; a sponges up the mess of a horriman who now pays for his obliv- ble crime Whatever fate awaits
iousness and ignorance with Andrea Yates in prison, whether
every single breath his five chil- the murder of her children was
dren will never take. Notions of an act of clouded judgment or
"putting the past behind you" crystalline awareness, Russell
mean nothing to this man who Yates wanders lifelessly through
lives every second of his life the streets of his suburban
mourning those he lost. Would nightmare, poisoned with the
Andrea, in all her religious fer- hindsight of what could have
vor, consider her husband, the been and blessed with the
tragically flawed "Rusty," a mes- promise of what might be.
senger? Would she consider him
7J& Salth is a sopitomore SMAD
a prophet for the contemporary ami English double major.

"Regulate use of
handguns, but allow
use of large shotguns
V M for hunting."

Peter Baxter
freshman, biology

ness/' During my time at
UVa.. the very few students I
knew who left voluntarily
without a degree were those
who, like Grainer, interpreted its sometimes pretentious
atmosphere as unfriendly.
However, I disagree with
his claim that "We can't have
both a friendly atmosphere
and a scholarly prestigious
atmosphere without a serious conflict of interest." Since
when did scholarship and
friendliness become mutually exclusive?
Indeed,
what
really
defines UVa.'s unique identity is not pretense but a vigorous intellectual and social
life.
Likewise,
Virginia

HONOR, from page 7
own approach to cases of plagiarism with an unprecedented
campaign to reform its honor
system. Soliciting S2 million in
donations, the school plans to
"bolster an honor system that
has shown signs of weakening,"
according to a January article in
the 77ir Baltimore Sun.
JMU's own efforts have
increased through the years in an
attempt to crack down on honor
code violators. But until we
begin to take academic honor as
seriously as we take honor and
ethics in the professional world,
until we expect the same standard of truth from our classmates and ourselves, we will
continue to pass a trend of
"brushing things off" to what we
call the "real world."

"/
don't
think
everyone should have
one — only the
normal people, just
not the psychos."
MB IHAN MONTOOMERY/jmiorpfc*.jnir*,r

Vmil Khosla
senior. ISAT

"If you are responsible
about it and don't keep
the shells in the liouse,
no problem."

Morgan Williams
junior, finance

Topic: What is your opinion of gun control?

jP

THURSDAY JWUWKS AT *"S»«*
"* e<ti,

©lde Mill Village

Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron).
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know,
Are they all rented yet?"
Drives Ron nuts.
So every Thursday, Ron starts
handing out $100 bills
(the Benjamins) to anybody
completing the leasing process.

$100!
J:I«..I:I

«

-K«S

"Taking Ron's money is fun!
And I get a great apartment too!'

Is he nuts? Yes!!
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Old Mill Village.*
•Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details.

11A South Avenue. -^VAN1AGrRFALTY
Harnsonburg
Jj\ANM.LMUM ,,»T

A (540) 432-9502
,LJ www.oldemillvillage.com
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Cfyntz
Patrick Bredland

Drink To That

-Hjl» To \*L o"
M1 &tl>"

Meghan Murphy

Yes We Have No Bananas

The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies presents:

"Defending Democracy, Defeating Terrorism"
<

' "./1,l)cK^

The Foundation for the Defense of Demcracies is seeking qualified undergraduate applicants to participate
in a fellowship program entitled "Defending Democracy, Defeating Terrorism."
The fellowship program will commence August 3-21 in Tel Aviv and will allow participants to interact with
academics, diplomats and military officials from India, Israel, Jordan, Turkey, and the United States. FDD
fellows will be provided with all room, board, and travel expenses.
FDD is a non-profit, non-partisan and non-ideological think tank that promotes informed debate about
policies and positions that will most effectively abolish international terrorism.
Questions? Email fellows@defenddemocracy.org
For additional details and application visit: www.defenddeniocracy.com

The JMU College of Arts and Letters
Encore Series Presents...

The Richmond Ballet
Saturday March 23, 2002
Wilson Hall at 8:00 p.m.
All seats reserved.
$20 Adults, $18 Seniors,
$10 JMU students & children...
call for group rates
Box Office: Harrison Hall Lobby
Mon-Friday Noon- 4p.m.
Order by Phone: 568-7000
Toll Free: (877) 201-7543
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (March 18). You're decisive this year. It's easier than usual to focus
on the task at hand and set practical priorities. Don't wait around for the world to
give you what you need. Make it happen, even if it means you have to learn something new.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
—f Today is a 6 - Take it slow and
B^. easy No need to rush You need
l^^j lo study the situation so that von
can move quickly when the right
opportunity shows up.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
. Today is an 8 - Your charisma
Jj^k^m.ikes you the company s best
Q^f salesperson. You make other
' people's decisions for them, and
it's always for their own good. You're
trustworthy, dependable and cute. Ask
for a raise.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 - Nobody promised
» you ,i rose garden. You knew
there'd be difficult parts in this
k
process. Even rose gardens
require digging in the mud, and you
have to watch out for thorns. Accept
barbed criticism graciously

M

Cancer (June 22-JuIy 22)
£t A Today is an 8 - You have an idea
Clfcjr that's too big to finish all by
^^^' yourselt Luckily, x^u ,ilso have a
loyal team. They're just waiting
for you to inspire them.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ Today is a 5 - Somebody is full of
^^^/ good ideas, suggesting things
^^5V vou ought to be doing. Don't be
defensive. Just remember:
Somebody loves you, and they're smart.
How lucky can you get?
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 - Ask probing

[ questions. Try something new.
1 Don't be afraid. It'll be easier
- than you expected, and a lot
more fun.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is a *> - Don't be intimidated by a difficult assignment
They wouldn't have asked you
to do it if they didn t think vnu
could. If they haven't asked yet, keep
pr.i.tuing. Thev will.

5fr

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Today is
tl a an 8 - Call a meeting to discuss
; your next big move. This might
be something you'll all have to
buy together, or something you
have to build using all your talents
You're one big family. Whatever it is, you
can do it.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
_
Today is a 6 - You're in a four_^w" wheel drive state of mind. No
^"^7 matter how difficult the road.
you'll find a vvav through. Take
your time, don't give up, do it right

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_^
Today is a 9 - You may have had
7f^
trouble making commitments in
rAt the past, but thai s not a problem
now. Ignore your doubts and
trust your intuition.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
!_•* Today is a 5 - Something uncom^P fortable about your nest
i^\ demands your attention. Does it
need cleaning again?
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
..
Unlay is .m s You'll be amazed
iC Sk* .'I how quickly you go through
^L^ "Id paperwork. Review the mail
with a very big trash can nearby.

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Dressing gown
5 Part of USMC
10 Raced
14 Eye part
15 Mountain nymph
16 Dashing Grant
17 Goes steady with
18 Dolphin's home
19 List-shortening
abbr.
20 Hot seasoning, so
to speak
22 Novelist Brookner
23 Queasy
24 Bedeck with floral
swags
26 In a heartfelt way
30 Teeth on a wheel
31 Actor Flynn
32 Student competition, so to speak
37 Celeb's ride
38 Taxonomic group
39 fixe (obsession)
40 Winter hazard, so
to speak
42 Din
43 "Do _ others
as..."
44 Wildcatter
45 To this or that
49 Zeta follower
50 Caravan stop
51 Immigration landmark, so to speak
56 Car
57 "Phaedo" writer
59 Rapier's cousin
60 Editor's note
61 Lays asphalt

62 Gobi's place
63 PGA pegs
64 Frighten
65 Dropped
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Dry, crisp bread
Hot chamber
Pager sound
Relaxation
Go along
Bay window
Bring up
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8 Dawber or Tillis
9 Star Wars, for
short
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11 Outdoor dining
area
12 Poetic Muse
13 "Like a Rolling
Stone" singer
21 Medicinal tablet
22 Org.
24 Center of attention
25 Self images
26 Sandwich shoppe
27 _ the Red
28 Weapons
29 Plant anchor
30 Poem division
32 Take care of
33 Cash drawer
34 Dutch cheese
35 Ant-toxins
36 H.S. student
38 Lady's guy
41 Regrets
42 Prejudice
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44 Lazy
45 Drink to

46 Terre _, IN
47 First name in cosmetics
48 Mob melees
49 Odorific compound

R

52 Table extension
53 Church area
54 A Diamond
55 Settlement
57 2nd letter add-on
58 Brookner novel,
"Hotel du "

51 Kilauea flow

It's NOT too late...
To find housing for next year,
AND to replenish part of your 'Spring Break' spending!
(APPLICATION FEES ARE WAIVED THIS WEEK!)

Visit the Leasing Center at
SUNCHASE APARTMENTS (off Neff Avenue) to
see how you can save some money this week!
Hurry, offer ends soon!

SyNtpASE
J.BK.li OPPORTUNITY

WWW.SUNCHASE.NET

442-4800

MONDAY
MAW

i! I8.2002
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Feature Length Movies
"Princess Mononoke" — "Princess Mononoke"
is a moving depiction of the
struggle of man against
nature around the time that
gunpowder first came into
popular use. It focuses on
the journey of a young
Erince named Ashitaka as
B seeks to find the cause of
a curse he received when a
raging beast attacked his village. In his travels, he comes across an ironsmelting village in constant battle against the
surrounding forest for control of the land.
Recently dubbed with famous voices including
Billy Crudup, Claire Danes and Billy Bob
Thornton, this film is a beautifully scenic story
of the startling change from old ways to new.

Section Two >

mm
Become an

otaku

Story and art by senior writer and artist Ste Grainer

"Akira" — Probably the most famous of all
anime movies, "Akira" tells the story of a
young boy named Tetsuo who is abducted by
the military and used in experiments developing his psychic abilities. When he discovers the
depth of his powers, he
goes on a rampage attack- (
ing
all
those
who
oppressed him as a child
The story takes plan- in j
war-torn Neo-Tokyo, an
urban wasteland where
motorcycle gangs vie for
power and the governmentI
strives to prevent another
full-scale war.

Dub - a series or movie
that has been dubbed by
voice actors for the
American audience; some
anime have good voice
dubbing and some do not
Sub - a series or movie
that has been subtitled for
the American audience;
actual meaning is sometimes lost in dubbing
because the words have to
match the movement of
the mouth so subtitles are
often more accurate

Animated Series

online at wwu'.tooiiatni.cmiilreactor/.

Anime - the generic
term for any animation in
Japan, it has come to
mean any Japanese animation in America

Otaku - the term for a
fanatic or "fan" in Japan;
many American anime fans
call themselves "otaku"

Fan-sub - ■ film that
was never officially subtitled for the American audience, but which fans have
subtitled on their own

"Dragonball Z" — Suited for children and
adults alike, "Dragonball Z" follows a few martial arts champions who protect planet Earth
and the universe from being conquered by various villains. The main character Goku is an
innocent and noble member of a powerful race
of beings who become more powerful the more
often they fight. As the show progresses, the
characters grow older and become more and
more powerful as they face each new threatening menace. One of the longest running anime
series ever, "Dragonball Z" is made up of several sagas, each of which focuses on a fight
against the latest all-powerful foe. "Dragonball
Z" currently plays on the Cartoon Network at 6
p.m. every weekday. Its predecessor,
"Dragonball," currently airs at 5:30 p.m. every
weekday on the Cartoon Network.

"Record of Lodoss War" — Pure fantasy from
the heroic voung warrior Pam to the elven wizardess Deedlit, "Record of Lodoss War" follows
a party of adventurers as they fight the ultimate
battle to iav« their land from evil. Reminiscent
of "Dungeons and Dragons," everything about
this series is wholly fantastic and filled with
full-scale battle, ol magic and swordplay, comically inept background characters and dedicated warriors and healers. With less than 15
episodes, this series is more like a mini-series or
an extended movie and perfectly suitable for
viewing in one long marathon. An older series,
the animation isn't as high-quality as it could
be, but it's still one of the best fantasy animated
series of all time. This senes can be viewed

Here are a few terms
to enhance your
knowledge of anime
and lead you on the
path to becoming an
otaku

Manga - the term for
graphic novels in Japan,
which are similar to comic
books but have a much
wider audience in Japan

"Vampire Hunter D" — Chillingly crafted,
"Vampire Hunter D" takes
place in a town enslaved
under the feudal rule of a
centuries-old vampire in the
distant future. When a mysterious and powerful warrior
named D appears, all hell literally breaks loose. A dark
horror story coupled with
extremely gory fighting,
"Vampire Hunter D" definitely is not meant for children. Created in 1985,
the animation is still attractively done, e%'en if it is
quite gruesome.

"Cowboy Bebop" — A more mature approach
to anime, "Cowboy Bebop" is the story of
space-age bounty hunters Spike and Jet as they
seek to make a living out of capturing wanted
criminals Spike, the main character, constantly
is striving to escape the past he fled from even
as that past continues to stalk him mercilessly.
As the short series progresses, the team of
bounty hunters grows to include a woman who
can't remember her past, a whimsically genius
child hacker and a clever
dog. A combination of film
noir-esque storylines, beautifully animated settings,
well-integrated computer
graphics, brilliantly executed character development
and fantastic jazz music
makes the shortness of the
series its only dowaside.

Terms of the
Trade

OVA (or OAV) - the
abbreviation for orieinalvideo-animation, wnich
basically means a directto-video release as
opposed to a movie that
was released theatrically
Hentai - "adult" anime
depicting sexually
explicit scenes

standing tor
Madison Anime
Newtype Great
taaot latJon, to a very strange
.u ronym for .1 fairly new organiutton .11JMU IN purpose to to
. mats .1 place Sot people who
MANC.A.

enjoy anime or |who[ are Inter*
estad In learning more about it
to meet share loses and enjoy
watching |aiume|." according to
MANGA President Adam
Straw n, fl sophomore.
Anime can be defined as animated features Imported to the
United States (rum Japan wlmh
typically have a different Style

than American cartoons.
While many people view
anime as mereh lapanese eartnons, .1 great deal of anime
content tends to be directed
primaril) al older audiences,
Series <uu\ movies cover s
wide range ol genres, ranging
from children's --hows and

hilarious slapstick comedies to
psychological dramas and
martial arts action.

Settings tor series and
movies can be as varied ss de< p
space In the distant future, post
apocalyptic Earth, medieval
l.tp.m and present-day Subuibis
And while much ot the content
easily amid he silted into the
sci-fi or fantasy genre, the
underlying Stories often are UftJ
versallv appealing and power-

fully moving. Many of theoverarcning themes are as thought
provoking ,MU\ plot-driven as

tin best oi American cinema
Bet suss snime 1-- created
mainly In [apart the stories and
themes otter insights into
lapanese culture m the same
w.t\ that our television ami Buns
showcase American culture*l '"«'
ot the highlights ot anime fat
MANGA secretary and junior
Bentatnin 1 un.lv, is me chance to
'submerge voursell into an

entirely cunvrcnt 1 ulture, arith
different Ideas, conventions snd
philosophies
Shows stub as Pokemon,
which originally stained from
the Nintendo game, illustrate
the high interest in \ IdeO
games throughout Japan Other

shows depict technology and
the Internet as important parts

ft every-day life. 1 ven In
shows (hat take pi.He in tanta-

sy settings, you - an see the
importance of honor <\n<^\ hard
work that are ingr.nned in
lapanese culture.
Much of anime evolved Irom
graplm novels. Called manga
which are popular not Only with
« hlldren .iiiil teenagers but also
with adults. The conversion
from graphk novel Lntoanlmation allows the artists to sculpt
,in even more intimate view into

tin world of eai h ston K$

opposed to most American cartoons, anime series often follow
I timeline when characters
change as the series continues
As you watch an anime
series, you watch the character
grow and learn more about
themselves or overcome obsta1 les m their lire and in turn
you begin to lonnect with
them on a deeper level,"

Strawn said.

6 6As you watch an anime
series, you watch the
character grow anil
learn...
— AdamStawn
UhOUOR

5V
It's precisely this intimate
connexion that can make the
sines hard to enjoy initially until
viewers have learned more
about me characters, but this
quality also sets anime apart
from most American animation.
Character development and
extended plots aren't the only
elements that set anime apart
from mainstream animation The
quality of the art m most anime

la much higher because the
artists want to ensure that their
purposes are clearly understood
and enjoyed
"Anime has highei production standards with tar more
attention to the artistic possibilities ot animation than the run-ofthe-mill Saturday morning cartoon." Lundy said Because ol
the high production standards
that accompany much 0i anime
many series BM shorter, running
between lit and 50 episodes total
it's earn foi new viewers ot
anime ID misunderstand or dislike anime when thev first > lew
it bocauss it is fundamentally
diiterent trom traditional
American animation. Verv otten
the themes and philosophy
behind Stories 1 an DO hard to
understand on the hist \-iew Ing

because oi its roots In [apanese
culture. However, it viewers
approach anime with an Open
mind and trv to learn trom the
experience, it can be extremely
rewarding and enjoyable.
M \\( , \ holds meetings

every luesday night at 630 p m
in hn lor UM. It also has special
events on the weekends such as
marathons , reative exen ises
and discussions about animation, art and writing, lor more
information on the club, check
out htty: 'OTgt JHIU n/r< nan
e-mail mtlga.
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Go to the Web forum on
The Breeze Web site

www.thebreeze.org
Dave is upset.
Dave is really upset.
Dave waited too long before signing his
lease at South View Apartments and
his space was leased to someone else.
We called Dave several times and he kept
telling us he'd be in but never made it.
We did the best we could for Dave and
found a nice apartment for him but it
wasn't his first choice.
Don't get stuck like Dave.
Come in to sign your lease while you
still have choices.
The Commons, South View and Stone Gate Apartments
FREE ETHERNET, CABLE AND LOCAL TELEPHONE
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons ■
1068 N Lois Lane

■' ><M|>I «I >I

Stone Gate

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

1

,
im*1"'' PB''""J South View JU.JLLJ.III
" ■* '"f I|nl
iutrnl
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MJBLV

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm
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"Bodies don't lie like your

The walk of shame

words do. This is something
more guttcral."

We're all familiar with
ii, whether from observation or experience.

TRINITY BAKF.R

Pact 15

settlor
SM

story below

Makeover Madness
STORY AND PHOTOS BY SENIOR WRITER |AMES DAVID

-Now you might feel a little sting...~

Ladies .uul gentlemen we
all can exhale: not only
because we aren't on the
beach anymore but also
because the moment we've
all been waiting for has
descended upon us.
Move over The Learning
Channel's "Makeover Story"
and El's "Fashion Emergency."
the A-fashion-nado makeover
contest has arrived in lull
force. Follow me as I journey
into the fashion underworld to
deliver our two contest winners into fashion heaven.
While
doing
these
makeovers, I had a very
Carrie Bradshaw, "Sex and
the City"-esque moment.
Although I was not surrounded by the chaotic misadventures of middle-aged
women, I found myself surrounded by the same kind of
tense energy as I continued
on my own chaotic misadventures of trying to coordinate makeovers.
Despite it all, I, like
Carrie, paused from the madness to ask myself a question:
Is it possible for a broke college student to make over
two other college students?
Then I thought about it - of
course I can, I am the A-fashion-nado.
Our two contest winners
were freshmen Hilary Bride
and Ben Ellis. Nominated by
friends, the two winners were
picked
because
of
their
makeover potential and their
nominating paragraphs proved
that they deserved to be pampered. Journey with me .is I
turn them from fashion zeros to
t.ishion heroes.

Step one: Hair.
■■isW

mt>

H
- ' 1- 1

We're not just talking about
the hair on your head. Monica
of New York Style was kind
enough to donate a free haircut
to Hilary and a free haircut,
hair color and eyebrow waxing to Ben.
You read me right: eyebrow waxing. It is actually
something a lot of guys do,
but rarely talk about. For
example,
Monica
also
informed me that a lot of guys
came in before Spring Break
to wax their backs. I guess
they read my column and
realized that a happy trail on
your back isn't so happy.

As for Hilary, she needed
her hair to be long enough to
put back when she was playing sports or working at
UREC. Hilary had not had a
haircut since Winter Break
when her mom cut her hair.
Her previous style was highmaintenance. Hilary doesn't
have enough time to fuss
about her hair so Monica
gave her a fuss-free style.
Monica emphasized
that
time-consuming styles aren't
practical for those without
the time or desire to primp.
I plucked Hilary's eyebrows for her. Remember
when you do this: do not go
too thin, please. There is
nothing worse looking than
women who pluck out all
thi'ir eyebrows and then pencil them in. Can I please get
an Amen?
Step two: Makeup.
Did you know th.it more
expensive cosmetic compaiv. s own a lot of the same
cosmetic brands you can buy
at Wal-Mart? Well, they do.
Before you think about paying too much for makeup at a
department store cosmetic
counter, you should check
out the selection and the
prices at Wal-Mart.
With the invaluable help of
my makeover assistant Sarah,
we picked out makeup. We
Ultd ■ book by makeup artist
Bobbi Brown to help Hilary
learn how to apply the makeup correctly. We didn't buy a
lot of makeup just because
Hilary didn't need it, but the
makeup we did buy was all
springtime appropriate.
Step three: Hair products.
Ben needed some pomade
so that he could style his hair
and keep that knit cap off his
head. Pomade Is better than
gel if you have thick hair and
vice versa for thin hair
Step four Clothes.
We picked clothes from our
contest winner's wardrobes. I
tried to show them that they
do have good clothes; they
just need to put them together
correctly. Hilary had a lot of
spunky party clothes her
mom sent that she never
wears. We found a great
sequined, patterned top and
S«Y MAKEOVER.

;m?r 76

Look out ladies a new man stands before us.

Hilary is ready to show off her new style.

Funky fashions
hit JMU catwalk
IAMBS DAVID
senior writer

BY

Darkness fades up to different colored lights flashing
onto the Stage in time with
the throbbing beat of background techno music Then a
blue-haired model afflCrgH
wearing
black
pleat her
pants, black feathered angel
wings and the name Uvenlo
written in black on his
smooth bare chest.
Chris Uvenio, a New York
designer, presented about 50
piecefl of his fashion collection
March 16 at 8 p.m. in I*C
Ballroom
in a show called
"Ma Joile Moda," which trans
lates to "my pretty style."

-66ll is about people who
want to have fun, play
with colors and fabrics
— very over the top...
— Chris Uvenio
fashion designer

55
When
describing
his
show, Uvenio ipeaks m lists
"Very interesting — not a
basic fashion show," he said
"It is about people who want
to have fun, play with colors
and fabrics — very over the

top — very dramatic."
Sexy high-slit skirts and
revealing tops provided the
foundation for the show. The
cut of the clothing was very
conventional, but what made
the outfits stick out was the
use of color and texture.
Sleeveless
tops,
capri
pants and frilly, tuxedo-like
shirts are articles of clothing
we have all seen. The materials used to construct the
clothing made the styles different, original and funky.
Accents of fringe and the use
ot shirr fabrics added to the
playfulness of the collection.
The use of richly textured
fabrics added a new dimension An example was a purple
valour draas with fuchsia
accents. The richness of the
fabric and the vibrant colors
hark back to a different time —
a time where everyone had a
tainting couch.
Another dimension was
the use of big, bold prints.
The excitement of over-thetop prints such as the huge
red roses on a simple
spaghetti strap dress created
eye-candy for the audience.
Also, Uvenio utilized animal
prints successfully to convey
a wild tone to his clothes.
Feathers accented a lot ot
the women's outfits as did
wraps and unconventionally
colored hair. At one point, a

sir STRIKE, page 16

Absurd cravings
BBCCA WORTHINGTON
contributing writer
What was the last thing
that you longed for so desperately you were ready to beg
for it? Did you crave a person's touch? A beautiful oil
painting? A moment of silence
and
sanity? This week,
"Crave" at Theatre II tries to
immerse itself into the passions of everyday life.
't raw" was written by 27year-old British playwright
Sarah Kane in 1998,'a year
before she hung herself with
her own shoelaces in a mental
institution. The play BfOVidea
insight into what the moment
right before death is like.
Directed by senior Trinity
Baker, this production promises to be beautiful, emotive
and possibly even disturbing. Baker said the play is
about
"that
very
gutwrenching thing that goes
beyond what you like and
what you love to something
basic
and
fundamental,
when everything else has
been stripped aw B)
Baker said that ( rave" is
not a show that follows guide
lines, but rather, a member of
the theatn of the absurd. "It
demonstiati's the inability of
language to connect and to
communicate," she Bald.
BY

Not only doaa ihe scrip)

BRIAN HAliJuuffphiHiifmphe,
Non-student Uly Achatz struts down the runway wearing one
of Uvenfo's bold floral prints and feminine feathers.

break Conventional productions with its experimental
and sell < onscious quality,
but its stage movement
throughout the show is
highly stylized with continuous detailed choreography

by senior Keira Hart.
Doing a movement-based
show is experimental for
theatre II Freshman Ariella
Bowdcn, a performer, said,
"It's like a dance almost. It's
so beautiful and it contains
so much. JThe audience)
won't be able to help but
enter our world, to be
Immersed in it."
Baker said, "Bodies don't
lie like your words do. This is
something more gutteral."
I Ins production will make no
attempt at realism, it is a poetic stream-of -consciousness. "It
is the process of stripping,
almost ||i ma sanaa ol rebirth,"
Baker said. "Life is a series of
rhythm and pattern, and
* nva is about disrupting
that pattern''
Baker said she hopes

"Crave" will Invite audience
members to be honest with
themselves about who they
are M^i the answers that they
don't have.
As a result of the stylistic
quality of the show. Baker
said that there is no one BUC*
cinct point of the production
and no right answer. "It is like
a piece 01 Brt;" she said. "You
stand in front of it, you look at
it and you come away with
what you want "
Senior Brian LaycodCj a performer, said, "I hope each person sees something different
because they will all be right."
I rave" is playing at
theatre ll from March 19 to 23
at 8 p.m. with a midnight show
on March 22. Tickets an? $4 with
a |AC card.
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THE MUSICAL NOTES
Loeb gets back onto the playlist
After five years, newly released 'Cake and Pie' makes fresh bite
C. NORMAN KULIK
< ontrtbuting writer
It has been five long years
BllKe Lisa Loeb has released
an album for her fans, and it
has been well worth the wait.
Loeb is best known for her
romantic hit "Stay," which
first was introduced on the
soundtrack
of
"Reality
Biles," a 1993 film starring
friend Fthan Hawke (who
recommended her to the producers to compose a song
over the end credits), Winona
Ryder and Ben Stiller (who
also directed).
The result made "Stay"
No. 1 on the Billboard charts
and launched Loeb as an
overnight sensation.
She
became the first unsigned
artist in history to reach the
top of the Billboard charts.
Two years later, her first
album Taih was released,
with "Stav" as the last track.
BY

* S.iwhill Gallery: MFA Kxhihit by Beth Jermgan - opens
j March 31, IO:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. Stt. & Sun. 1:30-4=30 p.m.,
lit.

* Zirkle HOUM Galleries: exhibit by T.J. Huff in Artworks
Otllery, exhibit by Megan Speight in Other Gallery—
MOB ■Thu, Doon-s p.m.. Frl. & Sat- noon-4 p.m.. free
* Mitten Gallery: Funk House Beinn1.1l
Wed. 4-9 p.m..
I Thu. 1-9 p m.. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m., free

— \?\p$X —
* John Farrell: Court Sqare Theater — Sat. 11 a.m.. free

-Tfoftw *■ D9-*ft* Contemporary Dance Knsemhle: Lttfaner-Shatfftr
Theatre - 8p.m.: S10 general public. $6 Millon, JAC card
holders, children under 12
* Richmond ll.ilitt Wilson Hall —8 p.m., |20 general
public, $iH seniors & JAC card holders. Sio children undei 19
* "Crave" by Sarh Kane: Theatre II - Tues. - Sat. 8p.m
, extri showing on Thurs. at midnight $4

—PloVieS—
* Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Blade," Wed. &Thu., 7& 9:30
j p.m., $2; "Harry Potter & the Sorcerer's Stone." Fri. & Sat..
J 7 & 10 p.m., $2. call X8-6723
* Regal Cinemas 14: "40 Days and 40 Nights." "All About
the Benjamins," "Big Fat Liar." "Crossroads," "Dragonfly,"
: lee A«Jif" "In the Bedroom." "John Q," Monster's Ball,"
"Resident Evil." "Return to Neverland," "The Royal
Tenenhaums," "Showtime," "The Time Machine." "We Were
Soldiers," $S before 6 p.m., $7.25 after, call 434*7733

In 1997, her second album.
Firecracker, was another wonderful collection of songs,
including the hit "I Do,"
which was a follow-up to her
classic "Stay."
Since then she has had
cameos
in
movies
like
"House
on
Haunted
Hill"(1999) and has produced songs for the soundtracks of "Anywhere But
Here" (1999) and "Twister"
(1996). Her third album Cake
and Pie was released rather
quietly Feb. 26.
As
with
Tails
and
Firecracker, Cake and Pie is a
12-song compilation with
light, but relatively intelligent lyrics. She has written
or co-written all of her
albums' songs, which have
simple, sweet themes such as
life and love, with an aura of
melancholy and depression
sprinkled here and there.

This is especially evident in
her first track, "The Way it
Really Is," in which she sings
lyrics such as "Maybe I am
hiding in my own confusion /
Maybe we're just a pfctUM In
my head / Maybe what if it
could be the way 1 wish it really was / Maybe I don't warn
to see the way it really is."
Her third song on the
album, "Underdog," parallels her own place in today's
music community, while at
the same time is a long about
being accepted and recognized: "I am the Underdog /
I am the last in line / Don't
be the enemy / Don't stand
in back of me." Track nine.
"You Don't Know Me," is
unlike Loeb in style, but
familial in theme. It's an
honest piece that shows the
inner characteristics of ■ person, which not everyone,
including someone she falls

in love with, is able to see.
Despite "Stay"'s endurance
,is s aanlc, I neb has been
somewhat forgotten in recent
years. Cake and Pic is the perfect piece to push her into the

spotlight ■gun.

. ftM-rm qf Inicrscope Record*

Lisa Loeb's Cake and Pie
was released in February. It
contains music that Britney
Spears only dreams about
singing ... or writing.

Jammin' out with Jars of Clay
BY

STB GRAINEK
st'nmr writer

With its latest CD The
nth
Hour.
released
March 5j Jars of Clay has
continued a steady progression from the folkrock style
of its first album to more
contemporary
alternative
style. Us deep, insightful
I) rus have been traded in for
simpler, rhythmic chants that
are easy to sing along to.
The switch away from
acoustic guitars and drum
loops toward electric guitars
and live drums slowly has
progressed through its last
two albums
(>n its latest album, only a
few tracks feature a more
acoustic sound, including the
melodic song "Something
Be.iutiful" and the slow.

thought-provoking
song
"These Ordinary Days"
Other songs rely more
heavily on percussion to drive
the rhythm, sometimes even
losing the guitar altogether.
The
pounding
beat
of
"Revolution" urges listeners to
"grab a hammer, bang a gong"
in a style reminiscent of the
band
Smash
Mouth.
Conversely, the staccato strumming of s harp and a drum
loop provide a slow rhythmic
pulse behind "Silence."
Continuing with the use
of organs as ethereal background
settings,
several
songs on the album reflect
the haunting melancholy of
loss ("The Edge of Water") or
the soulful thirst for love
("Scarlet"). The organ provides a smooth backdrop for

the more serious melodies
without seeming overly religious or sacred.
The lilting voice of lead
singer Dan Haseltine definitely has improved over the
years and now lends itself
well to the songs, encouraging listeners to Sing along or
simply enjoy the smooth harmonies between voice and
instrumentation.
The band returned to the
studios to self-produce this
album. The Eleventh Hour is
the band's first self-produced effort since its 1996
debut album. Flood.
With an eclectic blend ot
styles, this album is great to
sing along to or just enjoy as
an ambient sound. Overall, the
moods set by the music complement the lyrics and the sto-

ries the hand tells very well.
Jars of Clay will be performing in Lynchburg April
13 at Vine Center and The
Record Fxchange as part of
its spring 201)2 U.S. tour.

ttmrtriy r»/l"SM.'niial Record-

The Eleventh Hour, Jars of
Clay's most recent CD, Is
deep and insightful.
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3/18 Bounce Back-info booths
Commons Day 10-2
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3/19
"Speak Out on Mental Health": JMU students tell
their own stories of how they overcame their
mental illnesses!
Presented by CSDC
HTH 458, 7-9PM, passports welcome

W

Dean Hashimoto,
A.B.MS., M.D.J.D..M O.H.and now, finally. IRA.

3/20

Are you ANXIOUS???
Taylor 306, 3-5PM Anxiety Screening
"Chaos to Control...Coping with Anxiety"
Presented by CSDC
7-8.30PM
m
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3/21 WORKOUT Those Problems
Let out some of that steam at UREO
UREC 4-7:30PM info, table Atrium
*»
Yoga 3-4, Free

A New You in 2002'
Sponsored by:
HTH 458-Health Program Planning and Evaluation Class
Counseling & Student Development Center
University Health Center
Questions cal 568-3642
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Warm up to Ice Age'
' Walk of Shame' — dreaded
aftermath of wild party nights
BY LIZA BACHRRA

BY MANDY GALLAOHBR

contributing writer

We've all seen them bright
and early Sunday mornings
walking across the Quad or
down D-hall hill.
They're the ones in the red
stiletto heels, the slept-in
jeans, the cigarette cologne.
They're the one- that either
look you in the eye and dare
you to stare back, or they keep
their eyes on their beersludged shoes.
We know they're not
going to class and we certainly know they're not
going to church. When we
see them we experience the
same emotional jolt as when
we see someone trip. We
don't want to laugh, but we
can't help it. Where are they
going?
That's easy — home. See,
they never made it the night
before. How do we know their
story so well? Simple. We've
either been in their shoes,
known someone who has, or
we've heard the stories.
College students, as a whole.
Intimately are familiar with
the "Walk of Shame/'
"The Walk" is, after all,
one of our most familiar college mating rituals, as well
as one of the few traditions
that are open to students of
higher education today.
College students, as a
species, no longer date —
they meet at parties and
hook up, they meet at clubs
and hook up, they do more
than hook up, but they
almost never hook up after
dinner and a movie (and yes,
he HAS to pay). ,
We are the generation of
MTV and "Sex and the City."
It is almost below our dignity
to mention that we hooked up
with a guy or girl on any
given Thursday, Friday or
Saturday night. It's sad i«i M)
that some college students
meet people by trading saliva
on the night they meet — but,
for some, that's the current
trend. Why has dating gone so
far downhill?
Some attribute the scarcity

of old fashion dating to college men no longer asking
women out simply because
there are so many women to
choose from.
According to "Dating
among college students is all
but dead," in the Aug. 10,
2tX)1 edition of The Chronicle
of Higher Education, Oct. 2000
U.S. census figures Indicate
that colleges enroll 100
female students to every KS
male students — and the gap
continues to expand. Since
1967, the percentage of
women attending college has
nearly doubled, while the
percentage of men has
dropped slightly.

sewer hole of hooking up.
Our estimation of the person we hooked up with is
lower than what it would
have been if we had been dating and then hooked up. It
has to be.
I mean, what kind of person would just hook up with
you after knowing you only
for a few hours? Granted you
are charming, gorgeous,
funny ..< and come to think
of it, technically speaking,
you participated.
But really, what kind of
person does that make them?
The funny thing is — we
almost never realize that
they (the mysterious other

The same article also cites
a survey taken by the Center
for the Study of Opportunity
in Higher Education that
found that many college
women are confused about
dating (i.e. hookin' up).
Stxty-threa percent of the
women surveyed said they
would like to meet their
future husbands in college,
but half of these said they
were not ready for a serious
relationship. Although 62
percent of the women surveved staled th.il hookups
made them feel desirable, 64
percent said they felt awkward afterward.
And who hasn't felt that
awkward "Should I look
him/her in the eye or pretend sudden interest in my
sluuV moment?
This
uncomfortable
moment of acknowledgement (or shoe fetish) is a
direct result of our social
downgrade from starting at
the pedestal of dating and
instead jumping off at the

whose last name you never
knew and whose first you
vaguely
remember)
are
jumping off the same sewer
hole you've been contemplating. No wonder she

ncvei called you.
A sophomore at JMU, for
our purposes let's call him
Dick, slates that if college men
Wtn to ask a girl out at a
party after having just met
her, it would "probably freak
her out."
"So you're dancin' or
whatever with a girl at a
party, and you talk for maybe
five minutes," Dick said.
"Then you both have to
leave. If you ask her if she
wants to go out to dinner, or
go see a movie, it sounds like
you're corny, comin' on too
strong or tryin' to get too
serious way too quick. She'll
get freaked out."
It would seem college students today deal with many
phobias when it comes to
getting to know other college
students intimately. The guy

Can you afford NOT
to advertise in
The Breeze?
$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
students will spend
$133.3 million this year.
$$$$$$$$$

James Madison University
employees will spend
$31.2 million.

doesn't want to seem like a
stalker, the girl doesn't want
to feel like a prostitute. The
girl has Caller I.D. so he can't
call too often, the guy may
not like her "like that " The
girl doesn't know if iha'l
being clingy, the guy doesn't
know if it's still OK to hook
up with other people.
With all this confusion
about the rules of hooking
up, perhaps it's no surprise
that 39 percent of college students surveyed by the
Institute for American Values
for
the
Independent
Women's Forum described
themselves as virgins, while
Ml percent said their campuses had a pervasive "hook-up
culture."
Author
and
scholar
Elizabeth Marquardt, who
led the research team, said
half the college women surveyed reported they had
been on six dates or fewer in
their entire college careers,
according to the Oct. 8, 2001
edition
of
the
Daily
Princetonian, Princeton's student newspaper.
In a college scene where
many consider it more socially acceptable to have sex
with someone rather than
ask them out for dinner, it's
no wonder that the dating
scene is struggling.
Perhaps the problem is
that we focus more on what
someone else will think (for
instance, she'll think I'm a
loser if I don't wait the three
days to call her) rather than
what it is we really want to
do. We're too busy worrying
about how many times his
Caller I.D. shows our number rather than whether we
actually got to talk to him.
If, in the simulated "real
world" of campus life, we
care more for appearances
than getting to know someone, what does that tell us
about the real "Real World,"
and most importantly, about
ourselves?
•indicates
changed

name

has

been

Muff writer
A panoramic shot of snowas-far-as-the-eye-can-see looms
before the audience in the opening scene of "Ice Age." The
camera finally settles on a
twitchy, saber-toothed squirrel,
Scrat, and his acorn. Trying in
ratal to bury his prize, this reinvented Wile E. Coyote inadver
tently causes the advance of a
massive glacier, signaling the
start of another Ice Age
As the Ice Age prompts lessfamiliar, post-"Jurassic Park"
animals to journey to a warmer
climate, Manfred the Mammoth
walks against the flow of traffic
toward the glaciers. This antisocial, prehistoric pachyderm
prefers his solitude, which, of
course, makes him the perfect
target for such chatty and clueless characters as Sid the Sloth.
Together they make an odd
coupling as they find themselves rescuing a baby human
from near death and resolving
to return the baby to her tribe.
At the same rime, Diego the
saber-toothed tiger has a vested
interest in the life of the child,
infiltrating the group and leading them toward an unn'vealed
destination. This unlikely herd
experiences the inevitable
obstacles on their journey, from
dumb-dumb Dodos hastening
their own extinction and the
dreaded dirty diaper to
intrigues and shadowed pasts.
If the plot lines sound familiar, it is because they are an
obvious mix between "Shrek"
and "Monsters, Inc." Manfred
and Sid's relationship is reminiscent of Shrek and Donkey's;
and the big lovable hero protecting a vulnerable child is not
a far cry from the roles that
Sulley and Boo play in
"Monsters, Inc." Furthermore,
the storyline is predictable, but
the character interaction and
dialogue do much to reinvent
what otherwise would have
been a trite and formulaic
movie.
Besides,
even
Shakespeare borrowed plots.
Ray Romano ("Everybody
loves Raymond") is the voice
of Manfred. Though Romano is
the main spokesman for the
movie, his distinct, laid-back
voice distracts the viewer from
the impressively animated
Mammoth on screen. Denis

"ICF AGE"

STARRING: RAY ROMANO
AND JOHN LEGUIZAMO
RATED:

PG

RUNNING TIME:

88 MINUTES

• «. * a i
Icary apprises his usual badboy characterization as Diego.
His cool and controlled voice is
chilling as a predator, but creaks ,i great humorous effect as
he attempts to play peek-a-boo
with the baby. John U-guizamo,
as Sid the Sloth, easily becomes
the star of the show. His lispy,
fast-talk captures Sid's slothness so well he can royally rage
a group of rhinos in one minute
and sweet talk his way into
Manfred's life in the next.
Director Chris Wedge won
the Academy Award in 1998 for
direction in a short animated
film called, "Bunny." He also
co-founded Blue Sky Studios in
1987, where both "Bunny" and
"Ice Age" were produced.
Wedge also provides the noises,
quirks and yelps of Scrat. The
animation on the animals is
amazing — they move fluidly
and have intricate detail, even
capturing their individual hairs.
The humans, on the other hand,
an* stiff and unrealistic, which is
ironic since thev are the* only
"animals" in the movie who do
not talk.
This movie is an upbeat
adventure story. Whenever the
scenes linger a little too long on
the melodrama, the audience
finds Scrat, the saber-tooth
squirrel in the midst of some
other zany antic. "Ice Age"
may follow in the footsteps of
its computer-animated predecessors,
"Shrek"
and
"Monsters, Inc.," but its witty
dialogue and twitchy characters are all its gwn.
fi.
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DRIVE MORE CAR THAN YOU HWAGMED!

NO CREDIT NEEDED!!

THE 2002 JETTA
$

259*/mo., ONLY 36 Mos.
with NO MONEY DOWN

DO YOU GRADUATE IN THE NEXT 4 MONTHS OR DID YOU
GRADUATE WITHIN THE LAST 24 M0NTHS7...RULE W
AND VOLKSWAGEN CREDIT HAVE YOUR TICKET TO RIDE.
No Money Down includes tax, title & tags- 1st
mo. payment paid by Rule PLUS security
deposi! waived with approved credit thru
Volkswagen Credit.

$$$$$$$$$

The Breeze reaches those students and
employees. With 22,000 in readership.
The Breeze is distributed free of charge
throughout the JMU community twice
each week. This is the most effective way
to reach this powerful market...

Can you afford NOT to advertise
in The Breeze?
These figures are based on 1995 statistics from
the James Madison University Office of Institutional
Research, and have been adjusted for Inflation.

*************
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We stopped counting an xhe standard
features somewhere after 401

Drivers wanted' W"Av

•;ou: vw JETTA, jnxkn*:; r KC HAM PRICE AT LEASE END ».aoo LEASE BASED ON 12.1x10 MILES PER
YEAR WITH AN EXCESS MILEAGECHAROEOP IS PER MILE BASED ON SELLING PRICEOFSI6J06 54
SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS OFFER ENDS tntm:

RULE ^Volkswagen
Locally Owned S Operated Serving The Valley Since 1966

181 Exit 220, 314 Lee Jackson Highway, Staunton, Va 24401
540-886-2357 • 1-800-277-0598 • www.ruleauto.com
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Strike a pose
S71T/X£ from page 13
male model eoTe—ntlifd with
mininuiiMn b) nol wearing
pantl when he modeled his ruffled, sitin shirt.
rhe modab also flirted with
each other as they worked the
catwalk, adding to the sexually
charged environment
Bedroom eyes and linger*
Ins itares added to the overall feel of the show Models

groping each other heightened the charge
"I loved the show. The |MU
students really showed attitude
on the Stage,'" Said junior
(Catherine McDonald, UPB
Board member who helped

bring Uvenio to JMU. "Chris
kept stressing: Don't be youi
Beflf/and surely, [no model] was
him or heneU i hedothes were
funky and fun and dsspfts this,
some of the ensembles almost

Saturday night.
UPB hosted
New York
designer Chris
Uvenio in a runway show.
Bottom left,
senior Missy
Thomas models
one of Uvenlo's
latest designs.
Bottom right,
sophomore
Brynn Bennett
chasse's down
the runway.
Left, non-student Sara Miro
shows the
crowd how It's
done.

Kerned wearable."
I he Studio. a beauty salon
On East Market Start, did hair

and makeup. "The Studio
brought amazing stylists to
work on

the modab/ said

junior Laura Krempasky, a UPB
member. "The colors they used
On the hair and makeup were ,1
perfect match lot the vivid
designs Chris Uvenio brought
to the runway.
The makeup artist t.iught
us how to bring out the models' natural beautv with S variety of application techniques
for .ill types ot makeup. The
show called tor dramatJi eyes
and lots of glitter, a theatrical
combination for a fantastically

Makeover winners
Two JMU students get Afashion-nado s expertise
MAKOVEK./nmingr 13
ever-ubiquitous BBP. Black
Booty Pants. We made her
put them on and work it ...
which she did.
We put Ben in a ribbed
sweater and well-worn jeans.
He looked relaxed and cool.
Most of all he got rid of the
knit cap. Why cover up great
hair when it is warm outside?

And the Fashion
Oscar goes to
— tense silence —
The A-fashion-nado

flamboyant event"
When describing his collection. Uvenio said. Very funky.
sexy van couture," and he was
van right.

Makover Contest.
— James David
Afohion-nado

-*9
After the makeover, our
winners were swept away to
the Chris Uvenio fashion showin PC Ballroom. There they
learned about playful fashion
and having lots of attitude
when you wear your clothes.
I SStly, American Eagle
Outfitters was kind enough
to donate gift cards to our
winners so they can utilize

BRIAN HALlJaaffphtHoitmphrr

their
newfound
fashion
knowledge. Don't you all
wish you entered now?
The nominees for best
makeover are TLC's "Makeover
Story,"
El's
"Fashion
Emergency" and The A-fashion-nado Makeover Contest.
And the Fashion Oscar
goes to — tense silence — The
A-fashion-nado
Makeover
Contest
"Wow, this is such a surprise. I just wanted to say
thank you to Sarah, my assistant. I could not have done
this without you. Thank you
to Vanessa for her moral support. Thank you to Ben and
Hilary for being kind enough
to let me make them over.
Thank you to New York Style
and
American
Eagle
Outfitters for their kind
donations."
My advice for the week:
Call New York Style and
make a hair and eyebrow
appointment now and then
head over to American Eagle
for some cool college style.

The dictionary describes
fashion as "that which looks nice
to wear." Hi, I'm James David
and I have a newfound admiration for people who do
makeovers. Who knew it would
lake so much energy?

Know of anything STY^tSH going on?
LET US know!
Contact the style section at x8-3151.
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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
THE CLASS OF 2004
OFFICIAL RING PREMIERE
Wednesday, March 20, 2002
7:00 PM P.C. Ballroom
Order your ring Thursday & Friday 10-4
in the Post Office Lobby
Free Admission

ARTQIRVED

Refreshments

Door Prizes

Live Entertainment

Class T-shirts to the first 1000
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"We really pulled together and kept
our confidence and our spirit up
throughout the whole meet, and it
ended up turning out really well."

■ Proving 'em wrong
The University of Missouri entered the
NCAAs as the 12th seed, but provided fans
with two upstes in the opening weekend.

AMY KKISTER

senior, women's gymnast

Pact 18
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story b* low

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

Dukes notch season high score in final home meet
By DREW WILSON
assistant sports editor
The women's gymnastics
team ended its home schedule
Friday night with n dual meet
annul the University of North
Carolina. Though the Tar Heels
had the higher score, 193.750191.025, no one would ever
have known it by looking at the
Dukes' faces after the competition. JMU's team effort reeled in
the highest score of the season
for the Dukes.
"I would say this was our
best meet of the year as t.ir .is
us being a team, as far as consistency of our team from
event to event and individual
to individual," coach Roger
Burke said. "And as | whole,
this was a pretty good showI MS ofl us ,is a team."
Senior Bethany Weir atfct
"We made our 191 and that was
.i big (W for us because we
have been working all year and

we've been getting 189s, and
190 was something we really
wanttd and we got it, so we're
really happy with that."
On the vault, UNC's Monica
Middleton and Olivia Trusty
shared first place in the competition with a 9.850. The IXikes'
sophomore Erin Fitzgerald was
the top JMU finisher in the
event with a personal best 9.650.
Junior Janelle PrOrio, sophomores Krin Dooley and Jackie
Rivers and freshman Amanda
K'lt/ .ill ,idded personal bests
im the vault as well.
A personal best 9.675 on the
uneven parallel bars helped
sophomore Nicole DiFilippo
earn third place for JMU.
Fitzgerald and sophomores
Jennifer Robinson and Kati
Elder notched personal bests
on the bars.
The Dukes shined on the bal
ance beam and Fitzgerald took
first place with her personal

best, a 9.900. Kati Elder, DiOrio
and junior I -MUCH Shear placed
third, fourth and fifth, respectively. DiFilippo also finished in
a tie for seventh with her personal-best score in the event.
JMU fin_ . ,
ished
the
today
evening on
UNO
the
floor
|93.750
exercise.
Fitzgerald
JMU
nabbed third
191.025
place with a
score
of
9.875. Dooley and Kati Elder
tied for fourth with scores of
9.825. Shear finished fifth with
a 9.750. All four marks were
personal bests.
"Floor was awesome,"
Burke said. "We started off
with (junior) Carri (Elder),
who's our school record holder
who has been out for the whole
year with a foot injury and we
were able to get her back in the

lineup ... It was a great start
and we just built from there."
Carri Elder finished with a
9.700 for ninth place.
The Dukes ended the meet
satisfied with the way they
worked together as a team.
"We really pulled together
and kept our confidence and
our spirit up throughout the
whole meet, and it ended up
turning out really well," senior
Amy Keister said. "It was our
highest score for the season, so
we were all very happy and a
lot of us had some personal
bests so that was real good too."
Shear said, "The team's
effort was unbelievable. We've
had this coming all week.
We've been working our butts
off in the gym.
"It's been a rough season.
We had a good start, but then
we have been plagued by
many, many injuries to some
of our starters and so we have

had to dig deeper in our lineup. We have just had trouble
putting it all together and this
was the first meet that it all
came together."
Burke said the meet at
George Washington University
March 6 is what helped get this
team focused. He said, "We had
a pretty rough go at George
Washington a week and a half
ago and I knew that it really
helped to get everybody
focused toward where we
should be, which was our performance (Friday). It was a really good all-around team effort.
We had some individuals that
really started to click."
The meet also marked the
final home meet for the seniors, Keister and Weir. Both
were honored before the meet
and were happy to end their
final home meet the way the
team did.
"It was just really nice that

the team was so together and so
happy for each other," Keister
said. "That was the best part —
that I was able to have that in
my final home meet"
Weir said, "It was a lot of
fun. I'm really going to miss the
place and it's very bittersweet."
Burke was happy for the
seniors as well, fie said, "It
was good to see it all come
together at a home meet, especially for the seniors on the last
home meet."
JMU will end its season with
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference
Championships
Saturday in Williamsburg.
"We're excited because we
like the gym at |the College of]
William He Mary, so well be comfortable going in," Keister said.
Burke said, "If we .could
replicate this, which I think is a
good possibility, we could have
a chance to be competitive and
that's what we want to do."

WOMEN'S
WATER POLO

LACROSSE

No. 13 Dukes declaw CAA foe Tigers

Team's success
New lineup helps JMU out-shoot Towson University 42-11 en route to second conference win earns Feb.
Club of the
BY MATT BROWNLEE
pnde and heart," senior midstaff writer
fielder Kristen Dinisio said.
Month honors
"The first time players did fanOn a Friday afternoon that

OIRIS LAtiZDAfuaff pfolvitnipher

Sophomore attacker Jessica Collins battles with Towson University defender Amy Shilling
during Friday's match with the Tigers. The Dukes dominated the Tigers 16-4.

found more students sun
bathing on the quad than
expending any kind of energy,
the women's lacrosse team was
hard at work on the Reservoir
Street Field. It seemed like playtime at some points though, as
the defending Colonial Athletic
Association champs dominated
their visitors from Towson
University with a 16-4 win over
the Tigers.
The 13th ranked Dukes
went to a new lineup, combining proven veterans and
rising stars to break down
the Towson defense and frustrate the Tigers' offensive
attack. Throughout the game,
the Dukes were more aggressive, quicker to the ball and
more controlled in their
attack, as evident by the 4211 shot differential.
"We wanted to mix it up
and see what different people
had to offer," coach Jennifer
Ulehla said. "We gave people
a chance and they really
stepped up."
Even with some great individual performances, team play
was the theme of the day for the
Dukes. Eight different players
contributed to the scoring, two
different goalies minded the net
and
the
bench players
remained standing to give support and encouragement for the
full 60 minutes.
'Today was about team

tastic and we showed what
JMU lacrosse is made of."
The Dukes' newcomers
wasted no time getting into the
thick of the action. Freshman
defender Carrie Martell started
off a fantastic

Satouaay

game

by

Towson
.

assisting on a
goal by junior
midfielder
JMU
Beth Davis
16 moments
before fellow
freshman
defender Ashlee Dardine made
the score 2-0 with a goal of her
own. The Tigers scored twice to
make things interesting, but the
Dukes would respond in grand
fashion. Over a span of 22 minutes, the Dukes scored seven
unanswered goals to put the
game out of reach.
Taking control for most of
this stretch were the captains,
Dinisio and junior midfielder
Lisa Staedt. Back-to-back
goals by the duo pushed the
lead to 5-2 and prompted a
Towson timeout designed to
slow down the Dukes' attack.
It didn't work.
Dinisio came out of the
timeout and quickly notched
her second goal of the day.
Minutes later, on a play that
would exemplify the entire
afternoon, the All-American
l>l\ISIO.pagel8

BY KERRI SAMPLE

staff writer
Sunday through Wednesday
nights you'll find the UREC
pool filled with bobbing, swimcapped heads, as the women's
water polo club team practices
to keep up their 7-1 season.
Thanks in part to a 4-0 win at the
University of Virginia tournament Feb. 23-24, the team was
selected as February's Sports
Club of the Month.
According to senior coach
and captain Erin Burlovich, this
is the team's fifth season and its
first season self-coached. After
losing their former coach, Scott
Finney, when he moved to
California, the women have
counted on their close friendships and perseverance to lead
the team. Senior Beth Hamilton
said, "It's like you have 20 best
friends who you get to see two
hours every night."
Along with the two-hour
practices four times a week,
junior Joanne Kunin said many
of the girls cross-train on the
other days to prepare for
intense matches.
Only one of this year's players, freshman [en Morelli. had
ever played the sport before
coming to JMU. "We spend the
majority of the fall semester
teaching the basics of the game,"
see WOMEN'S, page 18

SOFTBALL

Dukes finish with 2-2 mark in JMU Invitational
JMU off to impressive 10-7 start in inaugural season as varsity team
BY DAN BOWMAN

Freshman pitcher Uz George delivers a pitch during the
Dukes' 8-1 victory over lona University Saturday. JMU finished
2-2 over the weekend, but Improved to 10-7 on the season.

staff writer
Despite a strong showing
by freshman pitcher I.eah
(<>nley, JMU was unable to
rally late, falling to St. Francis
of Pennsylvania 2-1 Friday.
Conley went the distance
for the Dukes, giving up nine
hits while striking out seven.
JMU coach Katie Flynn said
aha thought Conley's effort
was good enough to win.
I tah
pitched
well
enough and our defense
played well enough," Flynn
■aid. "Our offense didn't
CDina through, and when we
lose, it's usually because we
strand runners. If our pitcher
holds .1 tram to one or two
i.ins ,\f should win."
I he Dukes tell behind 1-0
in the top of the second after
an error by third baseman
Kara Schwind allowed Red

Flash shortstop Suzy Ernst
score an unearned run.
JMU tied the game at 1-1
in the bottom of the third

Our defense didn't
come through, and
when we lose, it's
usually because we
strand runners.
— Katie Flynn
. ilihall coach

55
when freshman left fielder
Natalie Burd scored on a
fielder's choice by red-shirt
sophomore
centerfielder

Leah Evert. Freshman designated hitter Lisa Perdew was
caught in a rundown on the
play, which allowed Burd to
cross home plate before the
third out was made.
St. Francis was able to
regain the lead 2-1 in the bottom of the fifth when third
baseman Sarah Rebar scored
from first on a double by
catcher Jamie Krusinsky
Red Flash coach Brock
Radaker said she thought her
team played well offensively.
"We were able to put our
bat on the ball today,"
Kozak said. "We were able
to see pitches well, and lay
off bad ones. We came out
focused today."
The Dukes threatened to
rally when Burd lead off the
bottom of the seventh with
an infield single. Burd
advanced to second on a sac-

rifice bunt by red-shirt freshman second baseman Keri
Schlosser, but Red Flash
pitcher Stacy Scofield struck
out the next two batters to
seal the win for St. Francis.
"Natalie (Burd) did her
job," Flynn said. "We just
weren't very smart about the
strike zone. We didn't execute the little things."
Conley said of the loss,
"we've been able to come
back the last few games, but
things just didn't fall into
place today."
The Dukes also played
Maryland Eastern Shore
Friday, tallying 14 hits in a
14-0 win. Everl went 2-2 with
two runs and two RBIs and
freshman
pitcher
Nikki
Dunn gave up one hit and
struck out four in five
see SOFTBAU.. page 18
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SPOUTS

Missouri continues to prove critics wrong fpOR
B\ Rtuns

NORWOOD

Los Angtles lunts

TWy were MKtod I2ih. but
thev weiv m >U Hi y's darling.
Now the much-maligned

University i ■< IVUMOUTI ligtn
are in the Sweet lb, md thev

will nKB the UCLA Bruins in
Ihe NCAA West Region.il
semifinals Thursday at San

lose ( .iiu
Twodavs .lfter upsetting the
University ol Miami. Missouri
tore through fourth-seeded
('hio State on Saturday at the
I'it B3 67, in B game the Tigers
led by 21 points at halftime.
I "It •- IIC HOI U[>M'tS to Uv.'

Mid Karatffl Rush, who played

with ,i prizefighter's lip, Mgly
and swollen because he took 21
ititcheB after he was hit bv an

efcow in the Miami game.
Rush went down hard one
tiiix' in particular, and was fouled
on the play.
"My teammates told me not to
let them see me hurt." Rush said, '1
got up and hit two free throw's."
Missouri (23-11) is a team that
got up off the mat
The Tigers started the season 90 and rose to No 2 in the nation.
Then they went 1211 — losing to
Texas Tech by 21 in February.
Now they are toughened by
criticism, and humbled into a
gmup that works together.
"V\fc kind of ran into a buzz
saw," Ohio State Coach Jim
O'Brien said. 'It's hard for me to
imagine they came in sixth in their
league and lost 11 games.
"An understatement is that

we were beaten by a much better team today. They wen? more
physical, they were quicker and

-64We kind of ran into a
buzz saw... they were
more physical, they
were quicker...
-Jim O'Brien
OIlio State Coach

55
certainly they dominated the
game on the backboards."
The rebounding score was
Missouri 52, Ohio State 28

Rush had nine rebounds to go
with his 17 points, but he made
only two ol nine three-point shots
and is no longer the focal point of
what has become an ensemble GKt
Guard Rickey Paulding
had 20 points and nine
rebounds and one spectacular
breakaway tomahawk dunk.
'That's just Rickey," Rush
said "It probably wasn't even
his best move."
Clarence Gifecrt. the Tigers'
tough senior point guard, scored
16, made four of six three-pointers
and had six assists.
Center Arthur Johnson had 14
points, many of them early as
Missouri established its inside
game to open up the outside.
Ohio State (24-8) became the
second Big Ten team hi go home.

along with Michigan State. Indiana
is still alive.
Guard Brian Brown, who
scored 33 against Cbvidson in the
first round, was held to 19 and was
0 for 2 from long range.
Missouri rolls on, and
might have played its best
game Saturday.
Cinderellas don't come
from the Big 12 Conference,
but Missouri will try to
become the first team seeded
12th to reach a regional final.
Gonzaga University, seeded
12th, made it to the Sweet 16 last
year but did not go further.
"We're putting everything
together," Rush said. 'This team is
becoming so special. Ifs been a
long and hard process, but the
work we put in is piying off."

Softball pounds Iona,
loses to Binghamton
in JMU Invitational
SOFTBAU..from page 17
innings to earn her fifth
win of the season.
On Saturday, I Ml split its
two games, beating Iona
University 8-1 in the last
game of pool play in the JMU
Invitational, and losing to
Binghamton University 5-4
in the first round of tournament play.
Against Iona, the Dukes
scored six runs in the second inning and two more in
the sixth. Freshman Liz
George allowed seven hits
and one run in her second
win of the season.
Against
Binghamton,

Women's club water
polo team making
Dinisio nets five in Dukes win waves in and out of pool

JYU defeated Towson University 16-4 last Friday. The Duke* lost Sunday to Loyola University
12-7. and their next game Is Wednesday, March 20 at the College of William & Mary.

thev never looked back.
Contributions in the second
half came from all over the
field. Iuni.tr goalkeeper Lisa

-66~

They took us out of the
game; they're a huge
power in the CAA.
— Linda Ohrin
Towson Coach

99Sager saw her first action of the
year in the second half and
saved three shots, including
one from point-blank range
with 11 seconds left. Dinisio
added two more goals for a

total of five on the day while
Staedt followed suit and finished the day with three of her
own. Decker and Dardine each
found the net again in the second half, and freshman midfielder Kara Beatty caused the
bench to erupt after her first
career goal.
"They just go hard and are
so aggressive," Towson coach
Linda Ohrin said. "They took
us out of the game; they're a
huge power in the CAA."
JMU fell to No. A Loyola
University 12-7 on Sunday. A 71 run over the first 21 SI of the
second
half allowed the
Greyhounds to take control of
the game. Staedt scored four
goals for the Dukes.
JMU next travels to the
College of William & Mary to
take on the 19th tanked Tribe
Wednesday in Williamsburg.

Staff Writer's workshop on
Thursday, March 28 at 4 p.m. in the
Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger
Come Down For So^,

ainment

WOMEN'S, from page 17
Burlovich said. Morelli's
knowledge along with top
scorer Burlovich and sophomore goalie Katie Loughlin
has made JMU 'a top contender in the Collegiate Water
Polo Association.
In its first conference tournament, the team beat home
team
UVa.
twice,
the
University of Maryland and
East Carolina University.
"Last season, we placed
third in our conference, but we
are looking very strong this year
and hope to improve upon
that." Burlovich said.
Despite the team's intense
practice schedule, the members also make time for semiformals with the men's team,
pregame spaghetti dinners
and sleep overs. Along with
team and social events, the
women's water polo club does
its part to give back to the
I larnsunburg community.
"Our team is very community oriented and we are working
on a tread a thon to raise money
for the Harrisonburg Free
Clinic," Kunin said. "We are also
involved with Relay for Life and
do the Warm-a-Winter Wish
each year." In addition, the team
worked concessions at this
year's Green Valley Book Fair,
with all proceeds going to the
Alzheimer's Association.
Because of its club status, the

The Diamond Dukes
improved to 15-4 after beating University of North
Carolina - Greensboro 6-0
March 13.
Women's tennis tops
Delaware
The Dukes beat the
University of Delaware 7-0
Saturday to improve to 4-3.
JMU swept in both singles
and doubles competition.

I'uesday, March l'l

JMU opened up by scoring
- Men's gymnastics hosts
three runs in the bottom of the University of Illinoisthe first inning. The Bearcats
came right back, scoring Chicago at Godwin Hall at
three runs in the top of the 7 p.m.
second to tie the score at 3-3.
JMU added another run in
- Men's tennis travels to
the bottom of the second, but the University of Virginia in
Binghamton scored two Charlottesville
more runs in the top of the
third to take a 5-4 lead.
Wednesday. March 20
Dunn gave up one run
in 4 1/3 innings of work
- Softball hosts Liberty
earning a no decision. JMU
is now 10-7 on the year. University at 2 p.m.
The Dukes play the Flames
of
Liberty
University
- Women's lacrosse travWednesday at 2 p.m. at the els to Williamsburg to play
JMU Softball field
the College of William &
Mary

CHRIS LABZl)A/i«9Cp/«'l.MrnD(if,

DlMSIO. from page 17
Skiedt assisted on sophomore
midfielder Gail Decker's first
goal ol the dm Al SlMCh controlled the ball to the right of
the goal area. Decker streaked
down the middle, juked her
- defender left, came back to the
* right, took the pass from Staedt
in stride and fired on goal in
one smooth motion. Skiedt and
Decker hooked up again for
another goal before the inter
mission, giving the Dukes an 82 cushion at thf half.
Malttime
may
have
allowed Towson to come up
for a gasp of air, but when the
ball dropped on the second
half, the Tigers once again
found themselves struggling
for life. Goals by Staedt and
Dinisio put the Dukes into
double digits within the flnl
five minutes ffl the half and

Baseball wins 6-0 over
UNC-Greensboro

women's water polo team also
holds fund raisers to defer the
costs of tournaments and equipment. "We work football and
basketball concession stands,
clean the Convocation Center
and sponsor poster sales and
venders as our main fundraisers," Burlovich said.
The next tournament for
the team is April 6-7 at Penn
State University, where JMU
will face competition from
PSU,
University
of
Pennsylvania and Indiana
University of Pennsylvania.
After that, both the men's and
women's team will venture to
Chapel Hill for the University
of North Carolina tournampm
"It's our only time traveling
with the men's team. Our alumni usually come to watch as
well, which makes for a very
fun, bonding weekend."
Burlovich said. The women will
finish up their season April 2021 with championships hosted
here at JMU
The team keeps high hopes
for continued success this season. "With the team we have
this year, there is a good chance,
if we keep up the intensity, we
can come home undefeated,"
Hamilton said.
Anyone interested in getting involved with club
water polo should check out
the team's Web site at
tvwiv.jmuioaterpolo.com.

- Baseball travels to
Charlottesville to play the
University of Virginia
Thursday. March 21
- Women's tennis
hosts Old Dominion
University at 2:30 p.m.
- Wrestling NCAA
Championships begin in
Albany, N.Y.
- Men's and women's
swimming and diving
NCAA Championships
begin in Austin, Texas

Friday. March 22

- Women's tennis hosts
Virginia Tech at 3 p.m.
- Softball travels to
Dover, Del. to compete in
the Capital City Classic,
March 22 to 24.
Saturday. March 23
- Baseball hosts Hofstra
University at noon at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium
- Women's lacrosse travels to the University of
Delaware
- Men's tennis travels to
Norfolk to play Norfolk
State University

Are you ready for some Latin rhythm
and passion?
Then, come and join Solazo with their US tour here In Harrisonburg.
A blend of Cuban rhythms and Andean sounds, Solanzo brings
you a rare blend of Latin Folk and dance music.

Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25? each Mon&Thurs

Salads
Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups
Only Raw Bar in Harrlsonburj
Catering Available
Saturday, March 23, 2002
7:30 PM (Door* open at 6:30 PM)
Lehman Auditorium, Eastern Mennonite University
Cost: $5.00/person. Tickets available at JMU Box Office
or call 568-7960
Sponsored by the International Student Leadership Conference
For more Information, please contact CMISS at 568-6636
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GU^SLL Ll£l2S
FOR RENT

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 11R furnished townbousa

B28 S. High ft. 3 or 4 BR. Nice
Ready
8/1/02.
$800
mo-in/deoosn. 540879-9548.
Maaieen •a.uar* - furnished
townhouse. 3 bedroom. 2 1/2
ball. A/0. Rent from 1195 per
room Separate lease starting m
August 2002. 434 1040
AcroM tnm HoapttaJ • on Camrel i
Ave 4 BR. 1 bath, laundry, of
street parking. DSL 12 month
tease 234-8584.
Large room la house. 549 E.
Elizabeth Street. $250/month lor
summer. Jesses. 442 9205.
Nigs Head Student Summer
Rentals - leabree/ereairy com.
252 255*328
1314 Forest HUI Road - 3 BR. 1
1/2 Oaths, washer/dryer. Across
from Shenandoah Grill. $840.
Hess & Miller, 434-7383

Great Rentals
for 2002-2003
Deck House
3 BR Apartment -

v. I) D W, \(
.* BIIHL\ fnm i rjvaNa'

Kline Reall>

438-8800

("all Anytime!

Big 2 Bedroom Apartments unfurnished
Call 564-2659.
mw casfepropev ry.com
Hunter's Rldga Townhousa
furnished, 2 BR units, kitchen.
$240/be*oom. 703-737C103.
Large Room In House ■ 548 E.
Eiuabeth Street S250/monm for
summer Jessica. 442-9205
Riiom on South Main Street
$235 • $275. Available -nmec*atery.
Cell 4874057.
Commons Summer Sublease •
Available May. All utilities included
e<cept electric. Two rooms In a 4
BR. 2 bath aportmeni Furnished,
new carpet. W/D. D/W, deck.
$259/oerson
Female,
nonsmokers only. Call 438-3548.
Graduating? MovMg <• RteMwnd?
Large townhouse. 2 bedroom/1
bath. $700/month. Great location.
Enclosed yaro. Meat, water, trash
mciuoed Pets allowed. 8044407240
or 804 257 2971.

Hnrrlwoorl floors. 2 decks.
Wala nirluded. 8650/mo.
Hunter ■ Rkigr Townhotmr
Available Angus! ]
S2l5/pcrson. 4 bedroom.
2 living rooms. W/D.

D/W. A/C. 2 balhs

43S-KKOO, \n>Iinu-!
2002 - 20IM

I BR Apt. $350'mo.

4 Bedroom House Roosevelt Street.

Purntshed, 6275/peraon,

2 BK Apt S400/mo.or
S200 person

Ethernet

available

W/D. D/W. A/C.
Available Angus! I.

2 BR Townhouse Close to campus. August
lease. Water tin lu<lrtl
8550/monlh.
Kline Realty
Property Management

438-8800

J-M
APARTMENTS

SBRApt S5IOVmo.Of
SHO/person
One of fin' closest
complexes toJMU!
klint Kcall> Prnprrts M|>mt.

Are Your Parent* VWOng Seen?
Adorable,
immaculate
one
bedroom
garage
apartment
available nightly m historic old town
near )MU'downtown restaurants.
Call 4336661
Summer Sublease • One bedroom
•n a two bedroom apartment.
Privately owned. Furnislied. W/D.
D/W, AC. Huge bedroom with two
closets and private bathroom.
Close to campus Available May 6 July 31 Rent negotiable Contact
Carrie. 564 0465 or email
saund2c MS|rr»u .edu.

ENSONIQ
VFK SO
•
Music
production synthesiser with on
board 24-track secjuencer and disk
drive. Over 200 sampled sounds.
mfmiteiy iwogrammable. fully touch
sensitive keyboard. Full MIDI
includes pedals, case. $600. neg
Call Jon 4333489

FOR SALE
Ampeg Classic Bass Cabinet/
Crate Heed Combo - Barely played
Excellent sound and condition.
Trials available, contact Eugene:
schweteaOjmu.edu. 442 4572.
Takavg best offer.

Feral Tempo ■
approximately
108,000 miles,
very
good
condition. Asking price: $1,200. C
best offer. Contact information:
Umaimah Nabi, 540 432 9773 or
571432 5483
or
email
nabiueTaol com.

Uipwlne aupelles, Ingredients.
Tape - Bhiestont Cellars, 4326799.
181 S. Mam wwwSCOTfWcom
111* SuiUkl K,it-n» fiOOcc
7.500 miles, dual exhaust, custom
yellow pamt. cover and helmet
included $3,600. o.b.o. Contac'
Justin: motanim4>]mu edu or call
612 4453. For pics/more mfo:
www.geocrfies com/my96katan*
leaner RG470JB Jewel Blue
Electric Oultar ■ with case and
stand After market Seymore
Duncan p.rk up. Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge .ird Rosewood
fingerboard Awing $ MO 5*44692
i - ajfft |! - -•■■ stfu
New Palm Pilot MIOft - Sleek
and compact A great, easy way
to get orgonired* Only $100. Call
437 5006.
•1 Acura Megra • block, 5 speed.
2 door hatchback, good condition.
Asking $3,300 or better offer Call
Christina, 438-2646
H.int1m.»rlr- P«per Journals
giftwrnp, frames & more. Gift &
Thrift. 227 N. Main.
1954 Honda Accord l •
5 speed, great condition, loaded.
Asking $6,500. Call 8792706.

Paid internship with financial
in.enlivev (Iain first-hand
experience of the financial

AM/PM stereo Receiver • Optimus
Digital Synthesized Used very
iitue, $50 or make an offer
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleaning gne away Call 434-1241.
leave message
IBM Honda Chrie OX Coupe - 5
speed. CD. eicellent condition.
$7.500.Call 4339162.

1M7 Votvo 24001 • 4 door. 4 cyt .
auto. 30 mpg , new brakes all
around 1994 Dodge Caravan.
269-2000

Raymond James
I in iiK i;il Services
Summer Internship

Playstation 2 • system, games,
accessories for saie. Email
jmuGameGuy9yahoo.com
for
information.
Dl Easement mn6 Lighting
everything from speakers to strobe
igtus to cksco ba» to tog maenvia
virtually brand new and in great
condition. Price it negotiable.
Please contact Matt. 437-6584 or
914A305125.
2001 Silver Toyota Cellca 11.000 miles, loaded, spoiler,
sunroof, keyless entry, automatic
transmission, Gold Emblem
package, excellent condition,
extended warranty Call 432 1394

HELP WANTED

service* industry ASMS! in
marketing financial reviews and
seminars. Call 442-6420 or
rnultcr 4fnfs.com
Summer Job - Massanutten River
Adventures, he. MRA is seeking 4
6 men and women for the canoe,
kayak and river tubing 2002
season. MRA it located across
from
Massanutten
Retort.
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic and self-managed,
and
good
driving
record
inexpensive nouting available. Can
280CANOE12266).
www.CAN0E4U.com or e-mail
MassanutienRrvenfJaol com
$1,100 Weekly Potential • rr n ng
our circulars. Free information Can
2036830202
lam up to 8S00 per week
assembling products at home. No
experwnce. INFO 1-965-646-1700
DEPT. VA-4806.
New Fatt Food Rettaerant - in
Harnsonburg opening In April. Now
taking applications for full/parttime positions Flexible hours with
competitive pay. Call 433 9348
from 6:00 p m
900 p.m. Ask for
Todd.
Now Hliing! ■'
\.
■-,: ■ i
areas: Supervisors/Lifeguards/
Pool Operators. Apply on-line or can
1877 7337665. $7257* rmvnum.
www premierenrerprtsesi'K.com

From Philadelphia.. Looking for i
summer job'!1 (hi«dcare needed a

YOUTH BASEBALL AND
SOFTBALL UMPIRES

Children ages 2 & 4 years old.
Flexible daytime hours. $9/hour.
Interested, can 610 4090826

It ..HI are interested in umpiring

DONTHAV1

UN

ORDINARY SIMMrK
('.imp Fa*lct Soul in \ iifIIILI h.i» JI*I
■ ..itipmunsrhm. pnniram
Miunxim h» aquitfcv (v*\rh*l
ndma,aJvrnruKmdipiit VtKkwitli
JukJrrn ,ind aluln * nh ilnitnlaic*. in t
hcwiiiful mldmn ntline Ki*m hunt
ularyprmtdnlftti'

league Association.
please cuniacl Tummy Thomas
at 433-91W or come bv the
Hamvonburg Parks and
Recreation Department
and Ic.i.i your name and
phone number.
This is a paid posWon and
experience is a plus.

aje«MnMfdh i

in the Han-isonburg Lmlc

nhonj

however, we will train

Summer Adventure) Come serve m
mission with the summer staff at
Camp Overlook. Out theme this
summer is "Living the stories of
the Old Testament". Free room and
board Stipends vary depending on
age. certifications. and experience
For more mformaton cat 2692267
or email Overlook UM»aoi com

SERVICES
Don t Loose Your Deposit! We'll fix
anylhing doors, windows, walls,
lights. No job too small. Call Odd
Jobbers, 4380123.
NOTK I
For more information and

Attention
Summer
Camp
Counselors • ACAC is seeking
commuted
Summer
Camp
Cousews for June 10 • August 23
Counselors can earn from $6 $8.50 per hour, depending on
experience If you are creative,
exciting and energized, then ACAC
hat an opportunity for you Full
time with benefits! For more
information please call Adam or
EriO, 4349783800
Wanted
Students
care for
weekdays
ChiWCare

Fun loving Creative
• to provide summer cnno
area families, prima-ii,
Nonsmoking a mutt. Cat
Cormecton. 4334531

Fraternities. Sororities. Clutis.
Student 0roust - Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Cemposfund*aiser.com three hour
fund ratseig event. Does not involve
crecet card apptcatrons. Fund raising
dates are fining ouckfy. so can today
Contact Camputfundranver.com at
8889233238 or visrt our website at
ww* umputlundWmr com

assistance regarding (he
investigjimn ot financing business
ofcx fluniocs. contact BV

Better Business Bureau.
I-W0.533-5SII

PERSONALS
Lunchtlme Worship Ouring Lent
This Wednesday. 12 15 p m , at
Emmanuel Episcopal Church. A
quick walk from campus. A brief
service of prayer and scripture,
with time and space for reflection
and meditation Ail are welcome

•roo/hr. Ptat »200~F^_rWerrth
housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks or
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application on-line at
www.mworfh.com
l RNAs waneed. Provide
technical assistance to clients in
the CampusNet program Work
appro*. 10 hrs/wk Pay will be
$6.30/hr. Prior experience with
TCP/IP and internet-related
applications is desired. Fill out a
state employment apphcatron from
Human Resources and send it to
Nancy Dauer, Technical Services.
Hoffman Building, Room 5. MSC
1401. Closing date is 5 p.m. on
March 29. For further information,
please email your Questions to
cari>pusriet«>Tiu.edu.

ADOPTION
UrvtaffaKW (jmily wilhone
ChUd K-'Linji iiiadopt v.hile
infant l*t u% stMrnrr sour bah>
wilh love/happiness in

warm/secure h.Mne Ixgal.
cosMrntttl MaV212-SSS3

Advertise in
The Breeze
classifieds
S3.00 lor the first 10 words
S200forcachad«JI lOwOKai
BlockadsareSIO/irtch

AW accepting
credit cards!!
Classified advertising only.

ChHdcare Needed tor Infant
JMU. Approximately 10 hour* per
week, afternoons Call 434-4379.
MlO^Oay'FvienUai'- bartend^g
Troeimg provKJed 1B0O2933985.
ext. 215

Need some money?
Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Text Books - Furniture - Clothes - Music - Odds & Ends
Only $15 to run your ad for the rest of the semester or until it sells*.
•Call 568-6127 for more information

Do you have good people skills?
Do you like technology?
JOIN US IN

Consider Joining Our Team!
JMU's Computing Support Is now hiring for Summer
and Fall 2002 Semesters. Interviews will take place
for the following position:
Frontline HelpDesk Consultants

Gain excellent experience for your resume
Strengthen your customer service skills
Stay current with technology
Make new friends
Flexible hours
Now accepting applications. Fill one out today at
http: //www.Jmu.edu/computlng/studantemployment
Applications are due by 5 p.m. on Monday, 3/25/02. Note: we
may be Interviewing as the applications come in, so be sure to
get yours In early!

Ot n

LOUNGE!

-- 5pm la 'J/)in • Monday thru Friday -Big Screen IVs, Musii Darls \ Pool
iins s Cheese, < hips >\ Pretzels

\.K

-PlusD.iih Features
Meatball Monda> • laco luesdav
Wing Wednesday • Piua Thurday
(hitken Hnger tnil.i\
Per Person: Sr>""

\IK

Visa or Maslcr Curd

Call loday
to place your ad!
568-6127
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For more information,
contact Christine at The Breeze: 568-6127
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